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h Preface

k.

These Proceedings are due to the fact that the organizers

of the Mini-Conference on

"Modern Trends in Elastic Electron Scattering"

thought it appropriate — in complete agreement with the

lecturers — to publish the very instructive talks. Indeed the

material presented here is an up to date report on the most

advanced work going on in the field of elastic electron scattering.

Detailed reports are given on the latest experimental material

obtained with advanced equipment including high duty factor and/or

high energy electron beams, energy-loss systems, high resolution

spectrometers and multi-channel detection equipment. Equally

important, the Proceedings bear out the application of refined

analyzing methods and of sophisticated theoretical approaches.

He mention, among others, high q-data justifying completely model-

independent analysis, meson-exchange contributions and detailed

comparison with Hartree-Fock computations.

To insiders it has been apparent for some time that electron

scattering undergoes a "renaissance" through a new level of

accuracy of the data which has recently become available. The

present Proceedings bring this out clearly to all those who

want to be convinced. In addition it is clear that electron

scattering — already so succesful in disentangling the precise

nature of the electro-magnetic structure of the nucleus — will

have a future as bright as can be. It is not difficult to predict

that in the 1980ss this will continue to be the case through even

more precise instruments now under construction or planned as well

as through the efforts given to the field by theoreticians.

The expectation is that these Proceedings will be received as an

impressive report of what has been achieved so far and as a fore-

cast of more exciting results to come which will no doubt be

imperative for the future of nuclear physics as a whole.

C. de Vrles
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM SACLAY ON CHARGE ELASTIC ELECTRON

SCATTERING AT HIGH MOMENTUM TRANSFERS

B. Frois
Dgpartement de Physique Nuclei ire 3 Haute Energie

Centre d'Etudes Nucl€aires de Saclay

Abstract: The present status of (e,e) charge scattering experi-
ments at high momentum transfer performed at Saclay is reviewed.
The reliability of the error estimate on p(r) as a function of
momentum transfer is investigated with the new available data.
A detailed analysis of the experimental and theoretical limita-
tions shows to what extent high momentum data are required in order
to compare with the present theoretical calculations. Finally, a
comparison is made for ""Ca, 5*Ni, lls'lz*Sn, 20tPb with self-
consistent field calculations.

I. Introduction

Elastic electron scattering is a very well known tool to
determine the size and the shapes of nuclei. It has been used
quite extensively for twenty years, and several review papers -~7)
and tables 8) have been published recently on this subject. These
experiments are sensitive to the longitudinal and transverse form
factors of the nuclear target, they map out the Fourier transforms
of the charge and current densities by varying the momentum
transfer q.

Because of an extremely fast decrease of the cross sections
with q, high momentum transfer experiments are long and difficult.
In the past, this has limited the maximum momentum transfers to
values that were too small to determine the structure and the
fine details of the charge and current distributions. A technical
breakthrough has been made with the advent of machines such as
M.I.T., Saclay and in the near future IKO. As a result a conside-
rable progress has been made in our knowledge of the nuclear
ground state. Our group at Saclay, together with a group from
IKO and I. Sick has spent a great amount of effort to extend expe-
rimental data to very high momentum transfers for selected nuclei
for which one could achieve the most meaningful comparison with
microscopic theories. I will leave to P. de Witt Huberts the dis-
cussion on magnetic scattering and I will restrict myself to
charge elastic scattering results.
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I will present results on **Ca, stNi, 48*Pb and lls'12*Sn
together with some of the best theoretical predictions. All these
experiments have been performed at the linear accelerator of
Saclay (ALS) with the same experimental set-up called "HE,",
optimized for both energy resolution and background rejection.
I will show that it is indeed in the high q region that one
determines actually the fine details of p(r), as expected from
simple wave length and bandwith arguments 2). since previous
experiments haveusually been limited to momentum transfers
< 2.7 fm"1, much of the interpretation for the resulting charge
density p(r) depends on the choice of the functional form to
expand p(r). Our experiments are now reaching momentum transfers
sufficiently high so that, for these nuclei, the uncertainty Ap
on p(r) arising from the model dependence is much smaller than the
other causes of errors i.e. counting statistics, normalization
uncertainty, and theoretical corrections. An interesting by-product
of these results is thus to check the validity of the error
bands Ap(r) predicted by different methods using either Fourier-
Bessel or sum of gaussians expansions.

II. Error estimate on the charge density

First I would like to show two examples of measurements
done at Saclay. Fig. 1 and 2 show experimental cross sections
for elastic scattering on s*Ni 9> and *??Pb l0» together with
earlier measurements from Stanford i1*26'.

The limitation to the maximum momentum transfer of 3.9 fm
for 58Ni and 3.7 fm"1 for 20BPb lies in the extremely small
counting rates for cross sections below 10~37 cnfi/sT, usually
•v 1 event/day. In both cases the data have been combined with
muonic X rays data to determine p(r). The solid line is a fit to
the data assuming a sum of 12 gaussian functions for the functional
expanding p (r) " ) .

I would like now to discuss the convergence of the solution
for p(r) with momentum transfer. An interesting analysis has been
made by Sprung et al " ) usii.g the expansion of Friar and
Negele 14> for the existing 5*Ni data. In the method of Friar and
Negele the charge density is expanded in two parts p(r) = po + Ap,
where Ap is a Fourier Bessel expansion. This method is extremely
fast from a computational point of view, since it is using a
perturbation approach. It generates an error envelope for p{r)
which.is a statistical estimate. Using this method, Sprung has
investigated the behaviour of the best fit in coordinate and
momentum space, by fitting five sets of data including data up to
9max =2.7 fm"1 (curve a) which was reached by Stanford experiment
and then increase qmax

 t o 3 £m~1 (curve b ) , 3.25 fin"1 (curve c ) ,
3.5 fm"1 (curve d) and finally the whole data set (curve e).



Fig. 3 shows the results of the fits In momentum space together
with the whole data set.The corresponding charge distributions
are shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 3: Comparison of elastic
electron scattering on 5*N1
with best fit when data up
to a different qmax a r e fitted13'
a) q-™ - 2.7; bY2.94; c) 3.26;
d) 3745; e) 3.8 fm"1. Each
successive curve Is shifted
downwards by two decades.

2040 6080V0120W0160

6 Cd.g)

Fig. 4: Central part of the charge
density of s*Ni. The five curves a)

e) correspond to fig. 3. The
error bars on each curve are the '
statistical error only; the model
dependent error for curve a) must
be great enough to make it compa-
tible with all five curves. For ,
curve e), model dependent error
would be much less.

.5 J.0 15 20 ZS 3.0 3.5 4.0
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The fit with g^a* * 2.7 fm"1 (curve a) allows a density with the
shell model structure of a pronounced central 2 s 1/2 peak and
a shoulder If 7/2 peak with considerable fluctuations. Then, the
charge density has a dramatic change of shape for just a small
increase of 0.3 fm"1 in momentum transfer. The resulting fit b)
corresponding to data limited to 3 fm"1 is completely out of the
error band of fit a). The bump in the centre is wiped out, and
instead one has almost a dip. The shoulder at the edge of the
nucleus has also disappeared and the fluctuations of the charge
densities corresponding to fit a) and b) are out of phase with
respect to each other. The increase to 3.5 fm"1 has only a small
effect (fit c), it is the next step to 3.5 fm-1 that changes again
the shape of p(r) out of the error band (fit d ) . The inclusion of
the whole range of momentum transfers does not change p(r)
appreciably.

This behaviour of the fit with increasing momentum transfer
shows that the error envelope is underestimated. Correct conclu-
sions can be obtained only by including in the error envelope a
realistic estimate of the model error. Such an estimate can be
made in a practically model independent way for the measurement
of p(r) at small radii using the central density sum rule as
proposed by O'Connell and Lightbody " )

The density at r = 0 is given by:

p(0) = /
q=0

F(q) q2dq

where P(g) is the Fourier transform of p(r). Experiments ars
limited only to a finite momentum transfer. The quantity which
is really determined by the experiment is:

m a x

2*
P{q) q2dq

It is an oscillating function due to the change of sign of F(q)
and it is a function of the maximum momentum transfer qmax. p(0)
is the asymptotic value of p(0, qmaX)

 f o r 9 * <Bnaxr but with the
assumption that F(q) drcreases sufficiently fast to damp the
oscillations of p(0,q), the asymptotic value p(0,») will be bounded
by the last minimum and maximum value of p(0,q). The difference
between these two values is the uncertainty Sp{0) on the experi-
mental p(0) .

In the case of 2°*Pb, we have calculated p(0,q) for three
densities p(r) determined by different models l0'. The analyses
have been made with different sets of data available in 1973,
1976 and 1977. The corresponding results for the central density
sum rule is shown in fig. 5.
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FRIAR NEGELE Pig. 5: Central density
as a function of maximum
momentum transfer for
three fits to different
sets of data.

The solid line was obtained from the fit of the whole data set,
up to 3.7 fin"1 while the two others are limited to 2.7 fin""*.
The extrema for p(0,q) which correspond to diffraction minima
are indicated by arrows. The last two experimentally observed
extrema for Saclay experiment are located at 3.1 and 3.6 fm"1.
The differences between the two values is almost negligible
leading to an estimate of Ap(0) ••»» 1%. For the data limited to
2.7 fm the diffraction minima are ̂ 2.1 and 2.7 fin"1, leading
to a much larger uncertainty Ap(0) ̂  + 7%. This shows that
for momentum transfers as high as 2.7 fm"1 the uncertainty arising
from the lack of data at higher q is very much larger than the
statistical error.

With this rum rule we can understand how p(0) is obtained
through the model used. This is shown in a very transparent
way by the behaviour of p(0,q) for q > q^ax* M a i n z model 15'
uses a q~4 dependence for P(q). This prevent
different from p(0,qmax) because of the extremely fast damping.
In contrast to this model there is a large oscillation for
q > 2.7 fm"1 with the fit of friar and Negele. This oscillation
is not determined by the experimental data, it is just the
effect of the choice of PQ *4). The fact that the asymptotic
value is not bound by the last two measured extrema is r.;t
meaningful, it is also linked with the choice of p0 which gives
a density at r = 0 too high.
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We have recently studied the "Cat charge distribution. An
experiment on *°Ca by Bellicard et al.16' at Stanford was one
of the first high momentum transfer experiments. This experiment
reached qmax ̂  3.4 fin""1 at an incident energy of 750 HeV. For the
first time it was observed that to fit the experimental data at
large g, an oscillatory modulation in the^charge distribution
was needed. The fit of Bellicard et al. l o ) showed a bump in
the centre of """Ca in contrast to the simple Fermi shape'sufficient
to explain the low g data measured by Frosch et al. 17' at
250 HeV. Though 3.4 fm"1 can be considered already as a high
momentum transfer, it was shown by Sick 18' that this was not
sufficient to determine unambiguously p(r). Two classes of
solutions were compatible with the experimental cross sections
but gave two different shapes for p(r) in coordinate space (fig. 6).

0.10

0.02

r ;
i -

r(fm)

Fig. 6: Charge density of 39K, ""Ca and *°Ca determined by the
analysis of Sick. Note the discrete ambiguity in the
case of M C a .

The purpose of our experiment was to determine accurately the
shape of p(r). We have measured at Saclay for an incident energy
of 500 MeV 18 cross sections between 2.2 and 3.7 fm"1 improving
both statistical accuracy and the momentum range. The smallest
cross section measured during this experiment was 3.10~3° cm^/sr
with 2 events. We have analysed our results together.with the
results from Sinha etal. " ' and Bellicard et al. 1 ° ' and
Frosch et al. 17'. We have also included the results from muonic
X rays 20,21).

i
; i



Pig., 7 is a comparison of the errors arising from purely experimen-
tal causes, and the experimental density shown in a heavy line.
The dashed line is the contribution of the counting statistics,
it is the smallest of all the errors. The thin solid line is the
normalization error, it is much less than 1%. The dash-dotted line
is the uncertainty arising from the lack of data at higher momentum
transfer or the q^^ error. This error was estimated on the basis
of a sum rule as in the previous section and not with the assumption
of a specific model. These three errors have to be folded together
to get a meaningful error envelope Ap(r), this yield a total un-
certainty of t> 1% at the centre of the nucleus.

JB

I

Radius ( fm)

Fig. 7: ""Ca experimental charge density (heavy solid line) together
with experimental uncertainties arising from counting
statistics, (dashad line), normalization (thin solid line),
and lack of higher q data (dashed-dotted line a-,,. *
3.7 fm"1, dotted line 3.96 fm"1).

Just as an indication, we have also calculated what would be the
contribution of the uncertainty arising from a qmaX limited to the
previous diffraction minimum qmax ^ 3.1 fm"

1. This is given by the
dotted line, it is larger than 10% in the central region. It would
be clearly too large to allow a useful comparison with theoretical
predictions.
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We have seen that with the inclusion of high g data to lower
<3 data and rouonic X rays the level of accuracy reached is about 1%
afc small radii. This seems now to be a li.ait, since the evaluation
o f relativistlc effects, meson exchange, dispersive effects, etc.
are not known to better than 1% in coordinate space.

Negele and Riska have calculated recently the contribution
of meson exchange for closed shell nuclei. The result of their
calculation is shown on fig. 8.

Fig. 8: MEC corrections to the
charge density of closed shell
nuclei calculated bv Negele
and Riska 22) .

20* pi,

-os k"" ^
I i ' • ' • i i. i

r (fm)

In the case of "'Ca it is of the order of -1% at r * 0 This
correction is also represented in absolute value in fig. 9 (thin
solid line). The contribution of dispersive effects has been
also represented on the sane figure. The small crosses arlan
estimate of the dispersion effects from a calculation by

o H h ! e n n ^ d D r e c h ? e i 1 ***™**? ^at the excitation spectrum
^ nucleus is described by quasi elastic scattering. The
S S ^ V ^ S ! r ? m a n§S h e r calculation of dispersive effects by
* n ? " *nd « O s e n f e l d e r m in the eikonal approach. In this cal-
? t t t r ^ u n ? V e r S e and lon9it»dinal contributions were estimated
t L afan? d ^ n r " T e l l 6 r " I ^ 1 Where ° n l y d i P ° l e excitations tothe giant resonance are allowed. It is clear that t h i

^ ^^lat^n^bufnivIrSeL^
XJ- t™ t ̂  *^has a certain amount of theoretical "back-

?h?^ f« =h«Ch tS nOW ° f the order of the experimental errors.This is shown by a comparison of figs. 7 and 9
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Fig. 9: l>iCa experimental
charge density solid line
(heavy solid line), together
with HEC and dispersive
corrections'. See text.

Another problem is to know how different are the answers
obtained by two different expansions of p(r), fitting the same
data sets. In collaboration with J. Priedrich from Mainz, we
have fitted 2OiPb electron scattering and muonic X rays data using
a Fourier Bessel expansion. We have also fitted the same data
set with a sum of gaussians expansion for p(r). The comparison
of the two fits is shown in fig. 10. The difference is always
smaller than 1% ar.d the structure of p(r) given by both fits is
exactly identical. The size of the error band predicted by the two
methods is the same. It is still disturbing to have this very
small difference in the fits and we are trying at present to solve
this problem. However, it should be stressed that this uncertainty
is smaller than 1% and that there is not any change in the struc-
ture of p(r). This point is specially Important, since it is the
structure of p(r) which is the most stringent test of theoretical
calculations.

Fig 10s 2OiPb experimental
densities obtained with same
(e,e) and p-X ray data set
fitted with Fourier Bessel
and Sum of Gaussians expan-
sions .

F -

f.j
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III. Comparison with self-consistent field calculations

The present status of the nuclear many-body theory is dis-
cussed by Negele in this conference. Although the mean field theory
has serious limitations, it is at present the best available for
well-closed shell nuclei. The validity criteria are best statisfied
by Z0>Pb which is the heaviest doubly magic nucleus. In principle,
its density is hardly influenced by ground state correlations and
the very large number of theoretical calculations offer an optimal
opportunity to test present theories. We have seen in the preceeding
section that the accuracy of the experimental density at small
radii was limited before our experiment to 8p(0) = + 7 % . It was
shown by Negele 25> at Cracow in 1976 that the situation was some-
what confused, between the different fits to electron scattering
and muonic X rays data. This did not allow one to determine unam-
biguously the possible existence of a central bump and the density
fluctuations predicted by self-consistent field calculations.

The experiment performed at Saclay has confirmed the
results of Helsenberg et al. 26' in the momentum region from
1.8 fm~l to 2.7 frcT1 and it has extended the momentum range to
3.7 fm"1. These data have been combined with the previous (e,e)
and muonic X ray data to give a precise determination of the
charge density of <j» 1* in the central region. Last year, new
data from Mainz 2t) confirmed the shape determined for p{r)
by our analysis. Our result for p(r) is shown in fig. 11: the
solid line covers both statistical and completeness errors.

0365

0060

z

(UK

(102

0

—SACLAY 76
—MAINZ 75

"""""V FHIAR NEGELE 73

\

-SACLAY En>
—— -GOGNY DDHF-D1

> . -NEGELE DDHF

\

Fig 11: 2J<Pb charge density,
aj Results of different ana-
lysis, b) Experimental result
together with self consistent
field calculations of Gogny
and Negele. The scale of a)
is expanded by a factor 4.

r(tn>]
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The striking features ofthis density is a structureless shape and
a small central depression. The systematical uncertainties of the
data allow an overall shift of + 0.8% for r < 4 fm""1, without
sizeable influence on the details of the structure. A comparison
is made with analyses 14,15) of previously available data in the
upper part of the figure. The lower part of the figure is a com-
parison between our result and two typical Hartree-Fock calcu-
lations 29,30). The average slope of the interior density being
defined by the percentage change over the region 0 < r < 5 fm,
the experimental density has a positive slope of 3% whereas the
theoretical ones have a negative average slope of 10%. The peak
to valley difference is 3%,much smaller than 9 to 12% predicted
theoretically. This result is typical of self-consistent field
calculations and seems to be a systematic shortcoming of the theory.
This disagreement is rather unexpected since 206Pb should be better
described by the mean field theory with density dependent forces.
Figure 12 shows the contributions of the 1 s 1/2, 2 s 1/2, 3 s 1/2
densities to the total prcton density pp(r).

Fig. 12: 2C8Pb charge density.
The contributions of the
densities of the various s
shells are also indicated.

The charge density PQQM is obtained after proper folding of the
nucleons finite size of the matter distribution. On this figure
is also presented our experimental result. Host of the disagreement
between experiment and theory seems to be caused by the over-
estimation of the contribution of s states by the theory. Negele
has pointed out at Zurich that it is plausible for residual inter-
actions to smooth out density fluctuations, but there mav be a
basic error in the overall balance of volume, coulomb, symmetry
and surface energy which determine the gross shape.



However, the origin of this disagreement is not known, and though
some puzzling minor inconsistencies are to be understood in the
data, it does not seem possible to change significantly the shape
of the experimental density, even by taking the normalization of
the various data sets as a free parameter. Huonic X rays and low
q data pin down the normalization and high q data determine unam-
biguously the structure of the charge density. The same change
of 5% on the normalization of the Stanford data that was shown
by Friar and Negele 1 4 ) to have a dramatic effect on p(r) without
Saclay and Mainz data, 15' is now without sizeable effect when
all the data sets are included in the analysis. However, arbitrary
renormalization of one data set is not recommended, since it is a
systematical uncertainty and it could be the propagation of
another type of uncertainty. This was observed by treating the
normalization of Saclay data as a free parameter. More than 20 cross
sections were taken at 38° where the form factor is sufficiently
flat to minimize angle and energy uncertainties. A standard
deviation of the data of 2% was observed. When these twenty points
are included in the fitting procedure, it rules out the possi-
bility of having 9% renormalization, as found when one tries to
treat the norm as a free parameter, with only one cross section
at 38° and ̂  2% error. The important point is that if one fits
data without floating the norm ^ 2% is a realistic estimate for
the experimental uncertainty of the point at 38°. But if one
fits the.normalization, then the estimated error must be divided
by /20 2 8 > .
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Fig. 13: Percentage deviation of the experimental cross sections
for 2O'Pb.
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Another reason why I am not disturbed by a possible norma-
lization change is shown in fig. 13. It is a plot of the percen-
tage deviation between the experimental cross sections and the
theoretical cross sections obtained from the charge density
calculated by Gogny 30> . The theoretical cross sections are in
close agreement with the experiment up to 2.2 fin"1. After this
momentum transfer the theoretical form factor is out of phase and
the deviation reaches -90% at 2.6 fm"1. No change of normalization
of a few percents is likely to explain this.

It is all the power of electron scattering at high momentum
transfer to be so sensitive to the details of the structure of
p(r) in momentum space. This is also illustrated In figure 14
by the calculation of meson exchange effects in g space by Negele
and Riska 22>. Figure 8 shows how small this effect is in
coordinate space, but it is much larger in q space. An Improvement
of -\-3000 was observed in Chi-sguare by subtracting this effect.
These MEC calculations are not calculated on a sufficiently firm
ground to be removed as easily as the effect of the finite size
of solid angle collimators. However, it is extremely encouraging
to see that there is such a large reduction in Chi-sguare.

10

•v,,

-5

-10

2 0 6 Pb elastic scattering

• Dwnstadt 52.9 M *

o Manz 119,199 5 M«V

. Saclay 501.6 M*V 50

.50

1 2 3

q ( f m - 1 )

Fig. 14: Percentage deviation of the experimental elastic cross
sections for Z08Pb.

I would like now to review briefly other experimental
results on stNi, *°Ca, ll6»12*Sn. These*nuclei are not as optimal
to satisfy the validity of the mean field approximation criterion
as well as 2t*Pb, but the comparison with the experiment will
hopefully give us some systematic trend for selected nuclei over
the mass table from the experiment.
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Figure 15 is a result on "'Ca from our new experiment at
500 HeV, fitted simultaneously together with previous data
measured at Stanford and muonic X ray data. The error uncertainty
on p(r) has been shown in section II to be smaller than 1%.
We have also represented the theoretical predictions of Campi and
Sprung 31> with the force GO, of DechargS, Girod and Gogay with
the force Dl 3") and Negele 2 9 ). Surprisingly we are much
closer to the experiment than in the case of 2**Pb, but again
theory is predicting too much charge in the centre of the nucleus,
and too much structure.

I
3.

J
|

&
u

.09

.09

.07

^ *°Ca

^ — txp.
GO
Dl
JDPHF

Fig. 15:

1 2 3

Radius (fm)

*°Ca central charge density. Note the expanded scale.

The details of the experiment on S8Ni have already been
published =»'. Fig. 16 shows also that in the case of S8Ni the
experimental charge density is very close to the one predicted
by the theory with a long range force as the force Dl of Gognv.
But a zero range ftirce as the Skyrme force does not reproduce
the overall balance of the charge of the nucleus. It was shown
by Negele that the deformation energy is very small for consi-
derable defennations of S8Ni. Girod and Gogny have calculated
the averaging of shape by a collective hamiltonian. This effect
is very small •*•*>.

The experimental densities of ll6'I2"sn are shown in
figs. 17 and 18. The experiment was performed recentlv on
both isotopes simultaneouslv for an incident energv of 500 MeV.
Our data have been fitted together with previous Stanford data
measured by Ficenec et al. 3 3 ). This result is only prelimi-
nary. The calculations of Campi and Sprung 34J show a different
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structure from the experimental result. The calculation of
Negele "' is qualitatively closer from the point or view of
structure, but the,experimental density is always higher in the
central region by >v»3%. The calculation of DechargS, Girod and
Gogny 3°) is the closest to the experimental result. This could
be the effect of the pairing field which is- self conpisten&y
treated on the same footing as the Hartree-Fock field in the
Bogoliubov formalism. It would be interesting to compare with
the result of a simple HF calculation to see the quantitative
effect of the pairing field.
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Fig. 17: 1 1 6Sn charge density.
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Conclusions

Data between 2.5 a"d -v 4 fm"1 are crucial to determine the
shape of charge densities to an accuracy of ̂  1%. Any fit without
these data cannot determine the density*fluctuations to test the
shell structure. The three parameter Gaussian model was an extremely
good model for the case of *08Pb, since the result found by
Heisenberg st al. if>> is not very far from the result of the
analyses from a new generation of data: more accurate at low q
from Mainz, higher q data from Saclay. But, one has to be very
suspicious with conclusions deduced from experiments with too
small gn,ax since they depend strongly on the model used. Would
two persons analyze the two sets of data a) and b) of figure 3
corresponding to 2.7 fm"1 and 3 fm"1, they would draw conclusions
compatible in momentum space and incompatible in coordinate space
if they omit the model error. In fact, both conclusions would be
unreliable and misleading because the fit to the whole momentum
range yields a different shape for p(r) out of the statistical
error envelope of the two others. One of the simplest ways to
estimate this model error is just to use the central density sum
rule. At this point, an advantage of the sum of gaussians method
of Sick 12> , is that it estimates both the completeness and the
statistical uncertainties. The results found with this method
are compatible with the central density sum rule estimates.

S;
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\- The comparison with theory is somewhat surprising. For the
%. only nucleus meeting all the validity criterion of the mean
'}•••• field approximations, 2S*Pb, we have a huge discrepancy. For the
*;- other nuclei that we have measured the disagreement is of much
; smaller amplitude, but the experimental density fluctuations are
' always smaller than predicted by the theory. Meson exchange and
•= dispersive effects are very small "v 1% in tr} space, they
\ : cannot explain the disagreement observed.

:' There is something definitively missing in the theory. It is
P not clear what. A first step could be the inclusion of RPA corre-
r lations self consistently in the density of the ground state.
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HIGH MAGNETIC MULTIPOLE (e,e') MEASUREMENTS
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Amsterdam, The Netherlands

1. Introduction

The rapid expansion of the range of high-precision electro-
magnetic data that have recently become available through the new
generation of intermediate-energy high-intensity electron accele-
rators has provided access to profoundly new details of nuclear
structure. j.
For instance the medium- and high-momentum transfer experiments
of charge scattering on a series of selected nuclei have revealed
exciting new features of the distribution of charge in the very
center of the nucleus. Such kind of data and their nuclear struc-
ture implications will be discussed by B. Frois in a separate
contribution to this conference.

Whereas charge scattering probes in some sense the combined
effect of the nuclear proton wave-functions, the magnetic observa-
bles of odd-even nuclei are selectively generated by one or slightly
more nucleons, that are localized preferentially in the nuclear
surface.
Magnetic phenomena have the extremely important property, essen-
tially different from charge phenomena, that neutrons and protons
play an equal role in them.
In this contribution I will present an overview of the presently
available data of high-q magnetic elastic electron scattering from
a series of odd-proton and odd-neutron nuclei. While noting that
more data exist, from the progenitor Stanford-data of Z3A1 and
13C 2' to recently (published) data on 17O '» and 25Mg 4J, for
this presentation I will use mainly the extensive set of Saclay-
data obtained by the Saclay - Amsterdam - Basel collaboration.

The basic motivation to carry out these experiments is
to determine from high-multipole scattering information the radial
distribution of nuclear magnetization in terms of an orbital
root mean square radius.
With that information one can test in a selective fashion the
valence nucleon wave functions predicted by mean-field theory.
Such a selective comparison is especially relevant because the
most stringent tests that are at present available deal with
bulk information-concerning the total distribution of nuclear
charge and mass '.
Furthermore it is exactly at the nuclear surface where particle
excitations into normally unoccupied states and coupling to
surface vibrations 6) may locally modify the closed-shell mean field
predictions.
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In order to put the interpretation of the data in proper .
theoretical perspective it is necessary to deal in somewhat
more detail than has been usual up to now with the basic
assumptions that enter into the interpretation at the level of
a rms radius of single-particle orbitals. The main emphasis in
the discussion will be on those cases where nuclear structure
corrections to the extracted radial scale are expected to be
of no importance.
In addition I will discuss the connection with similar nuclear
structure information also obtained with electromagnetic probes,
that is the Coulomb energy displacement and the magnetic
hyperfine splitting observed in muonic atom X-ray energies.

2. Elastic magnetic (e,e'l data

The data to be discussed subsequently have been taker, with
the Saclay 600 MeV Linac and the HE 1-endstation equipment.
The experimental procedure employed to obtain the magnetic
elastic cross sections consists of essentially two steps:
1) With an incoming electron energy of 500 MeV an angular distri-

bution is measured such that the desired momentum transfer
range (1.7 fm"1 = q ^ 3.2 fm"1) is scanned.
The total cross section ffrp consists of a longitudinal (charge)
and a transverse magnetic piece oT(1) = oc(1) + an(1). With
the present kinematics ac(l) is the dominant contribution.

2. At a scattering angle 6 = 155° cross sections are measured at
several incoming energies (170 MeV £ Eo - 320 MeV):
a™(2) = ac(2) + aM(2). Now aM(2) will mostly be dominant.

In figs. la,b and 2a,b the case is illustrated for S1V and 43Nb.

The forward-angle data are parametrized with a phenomenological
Dnppole charge distribution i.e. we set CTjd) = a^1* (1). With

aA1' (1) cxA1' (2) is calculated with a phase-shift code at

r :

ackward-angle and ofo1) (2) = a_,(2) - a
Then a<D(1) is calculated at forward angl<
approximation to obtain a better estimate of

(2) is obtained,
les in plane wave born

aA2' (1). A second
pass through this loop is sufficient to obtain adequate conver-
gence, it has been verified in the context of the harmonic
oscillator shell model that the presence of larger than monopole
components of charge scattering in the diffraction minimum of
c?T(l) does not significantly affect the precision of the charge
subtraction procedure, based on a straight-forward monopole
fit to oT (1) .
In most of the measurements forward and backward angle data
have also been taken for nearby even-even nuclei ( Ti, 5BNi,
8Sr, 2 O ePb). This additional data was used to minimize systematic

errors due to target thickness and apparatus parameter calibrations.

The complete set of magnetic form factors is plotted as a
function of effective momentum transfer in figures (3-9).3h
these figures are also shown calculated form factors predicted
by Density Dependent Hartree Pock Bogoliubov (DDHFB) theory.
That information will permit us to get an impression of how well
in q-space theory fits the experiment and to assess in what
respects theory is adequate. Let us discuss the information in
the figures one by one.
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Fig. la: Total cross sections
a T at 500 HeV and forward
angles and calculated magne-
tic cross sections for 5 V.

-9

§ a Total
i a Magnetic
— a Calculated

Charge

1.5 1.7 19 2.1 23 2.5 2.7 2.9 3.1 33
Fig. lb: Measured cross
sections at 8 = 55° and
several energies and calcu-
lated charge cross sections
for SIV.
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fc

Fig. 2a: Total cross sections
crT at 503 MeV and forward
angle, and calculated magne-
tic cross sections for sSNb.
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Fig. 2b: Cross sections
measured at 6 = 155' and
several energies and calcu-
lated charge cross sections
for 93Nb.
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'V and "*Ti (figs. 3 and 4).
He consider here two lf7/2-shell nuclei with ground state spin-
parity J" * 7/2". In first approximation *'li is described bv the
spherical shell model configuration d f ^ ' j ^ n (lf7/2}" '

10-3

n

It**

10-4

10-5

10-8

1

1

1 1

•"•Ti UF7/2>n

WS RT

ODHFB

\

\

1 i

_

—

\

10-2

2.0 25

CFM->

10-3

10-4

10-S
30 ao

Fig. 3: Magnetic form factors
of '''Ti as a function of effec-
tive momentum transfer. The mean
field prediction (DDHFB) and a
best-fit curve with a Woods Saxon
wave function is shown.

Fig. 4: Magnetic form factor
of SIV.
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5IV has a three proton configuration (If.,,,) which in the
normal coupling shell model is equivalent'to a single l£7/2-
proton wave function beyond a, doubly-magic **Ca-core. In the
comparison with theoretical form factors (labeled DDHFB), that
were calculated by D. Gogny, two distinct features appear: the
maximum of the form factor is about 20% larger than experiment
for **Ti and very close to the data in the maximum for S1V.
For both nuclei the fall off of the form factor (Jeff « 2 to 3 fin
is clearly steeper than evidenced by the data.
Data of s*Co, a nucleus at the upper end of the shell, is dis-
played In fig. 5.
The same features as before are apparent, but here the form
factor amplitude is way down indicating that the simple single-
particle description is largely inadequate.
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\ \
\ \
\ \

t
2.0 25

Fig. 5: Magnetic form factor of Co.
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*7Sr and )3Hb (figs. 6 and 7).
The neutron and proton lg9/2-shells are involved in these.,cases.
Relevant configurations are (lgX.,)-! and (Igl/,) Ug2.,) 2 beyond
a **Sr-core, for f7Sr and »3Nb respectively. 9' 2 7 / 2

Again the maximum of the form factors is smaller by (10 to 20)%
than predicted by DDHFB calculations. The shape of the "%!> form
factor is remarkably well described by theory. Xt is remarkable
however that with another version of the mean field calculation
(GO DDHF), not including the pairing field self-consistently,
there is a sizeable difference in the form factor shape as shown
in figure 8.

10-2

10-3

10-4

10-S
2.0 3.0

Fig. 6: Magnetic form factor
of *7Sr.

Fig, 7: Magnetic form factor
of S3Nb.
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Fig. 8: Two magnetic form factor predictions £or *3Nb calculated
with two different versions of mean-field theory.
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Thus there is evidence for some relative freedom in the descrip-
tion of valence nucleon wave functions even when the total charge
rms radius is equally well predicted (to within 0.5%) by the
two brands of calculation.
The final example of figure 9 shows the magnetic form factor of
2 0 SBi, the only jack knife case (J = 1 - %) considered here. There
is again a general reduction of the theoretical M9-amplitude
necessary to fit the data, but the predicted curvature of the form
factor is not inconsistent with the experimental data of rather
limited statistical accuracy.

10

10

0-

it

, 0 *

\ ^ ">

WS-fit

HFB

• SAC LAY
o STANFORD

\

\ \

2.0 2.2

Fig. 9: Magnetic form factor of S 0 9Bi.

In summary, the general impression is that the direct
comparison in g-space with the simplistic closed-shell mean-
field prediction is not satisfactory. The first implication that
the normalisation of the theoretical high-multipole form factor
with the exception of 51V must be reduced from the strict sinqle-
particle value eomes as no surprise.
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For instance no one would be tempted to use Hartree-Fock wave
functions to predict the Schmidt values of ground state magnetic
dipole moments.
There exist well-known corrections to the strict single-particle
picture due to configuration admixtures that must be perturbatively
estimated.

The main issue raised by the experiment is the smaller
curvature of the experimental form factor which suggests that
the relevant valence orbital be localised more inside the nucleus
than predicted by theory.
In view of the fundamental interest to localize individual nucleon
orbitals it is appealing to transform the high multipole form
factors into r-space such that the rms radius of the valence
orbital can be extracted. The essentially single-particle method
by which this is done is discussed in the next section. Possible
conventional nuclear structure corrections are estimated. In
addition the question is raised about the role of meson exchange
currents leading to an effective one-body current operator with
a q-dependence different from the bare one-body operator.

3. Extraction of orbital radii from high-multipole magnetic
form factors

The magnetic form factor for scattering from a ground state
with spin j can be written as

Fj(q) = Z F^j (q) (1)
J

where J = 1,3,...... ,2i.
The J-th multipole form factor FMJ is proportional to the reduced
matrix element of the magnetic operator sandwitched between the
ground state many-body wave function i(/o

F M J « < <eo| |Tm a9(q)| | i / ,o> (2)

In the conventional impulse approximation the magnetic operator
is a sum of one-body operators each representing the interaction
of a free nucleon with the electro-magnetic field.

The many-body matrix element can be expanded in a single-particle
basis (nlj).

= <nlj||T™ag (q)Mnlj>ojJ l j |nlj +

r (3)

For spherical nuclides with well-closed shells the first term
will be dominant with corrections coming from configuration
admixtures.
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When dealing with an odd-nucleon in a stretched configuration
(j * 1 + h) in which 1 has the maximum value in a major shell,
one has the near-ideal situation that for the highest allowed
multipole Jmax *• 2j the magnetic operator selectively projects
out the leading (nlj) term if configuration admixtures are
restricted to olios excitations.
Because of wave function normalisation the presence of such
admixtures will result in anji ,n-i J < 1.
Then one may determine both the occupation probability of the
(nlj)-orbital and some moment of its radial distribution, if
two additional conditions are fulfilled.
The first requires that the form factors of less than maximum
multipolaritv do not significantly increase the high-q form
factor. The second condition requires that the shape of F
itself is not siginificantly modified by the admixtures.

An approximate study.8) bf this problem in a restricted
Ug7/2, 2d5/2) configuration space for 87Sr has shown that
at most the extracted radius of the lg9/2 neutron orbital
changes by Mi and in such a way to make the discrepancy with
Hartree-Pock theory larger.
Therefore the method adopted for the radius determination
consists of fitting the data with the expression

|F* (q)|2 = Z a2 F^j (q) (4)
J J

where for J = l»,<JjDax -4)aj is fixed to the strict single-
particle value and for J * Jmax» 'Jmax ~ ^Bj i s a free parameter.
The dominant Fjjjmax i s related to the unpaired nucleon's radial
wave function R ,(r).

FMJ ^ a / Rnl *r' ^J *qr* r d r *5*

max ° "•"• max-l

where Jk(qr) is a sferical Bessel function of order k.
In view of the sometimes manifest uneasiness "" about the role
of configuration admixtures and core-polarisation in the radius
extraction, the next chapter will deal recent theoretical
treatments of such nuclear structure effects.

3.2 Core polarisation model

Recent calculations of Arita 9'have delineated the
influence on magnetic form factors of " Sr and S!V of one
particle-one hol^ core polarisation in a large configuration
space (up to AE ,, = (J_.v + 1) hu).

pn maA
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In first-order perturbation theory the relevant matrix element
is given by:

- Z W(pnjj;JJ2) (2J2 +1) <phJ2|Y!jhJ2>

(6)

where |nlj> = jj>, AE _ is the particle-hole separation energy
and W takes account of angular momentum recouplings.
The particle-hole matrix element is calculated with two phenomeno-
logical effective interactions V, with either a Rosenfeld or
Serber exchange-mixture.

The calculated result for <7Sr, obtained with harmonic
oscillator radial wave functions with a length parameter
b = 2.00 fm. is shown in ficr. 10.

Fig. 10: M9 form factor and the sum of lower
multipole form factors in the strict
single-particle and Serber-force core
polarisation models for 87Sr.
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The J<9 and M9 form factors are shown for both the strict single-
particle (sp) model and the sp plus Serber-force core polarisation
(cp) calculation. The Serber-force result is emphasized because
it produces a much more pronounced reduction of the cross-section
in the q-range considered than does the Kosenfeld-force calcula-
tion.

One can see that, in spite of the dramatic effect of core-
polarisation on the amplitudes the dominance of the J - 9 multi-
pole in the high-q region is preserved.
Also the shape of p2 remains virtually unchanged; in other words
there appears a q-i'ndependent quenching of the H9 form factor.
The results for the relative form factor shape calculated with
both Serber and Rosenfeld residual interactions is shown in fig. 11.
In order to put this observation on a more quantitative basis
we applied the fit procedure (see eq. 5) to pseudo data, generated
from the (sp)- and (sp+cp) models, with realistic error bars.
The fitted values of the nns radius of the lg9/2 orbital are found
to differ by less than 0.3%.

10

15

Fig. 11: The effect of two different core
polarisation calculations on the
form factor shape.
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The same kind of calculation for 51V (fig. 12), in addition
to polarisation of the *"Ca-core also including recoupling of the
(If7/2)J configuration, leads to similar quantitative conclusions
concerning the change of the fitted If7/2 rms radius.

100

ODOt

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF

X<X-a, MUUIPaES
51

[wSs sp Woods-Saxon

20
q If m"1)

3J0

Fig. 12: Relative strength of lower than M7 multipolarity form
factors calculated with various models.

Although the model used might be considered crude and the application
of first-order perturbation theory c.en to improvements, it is at
least reassuring that the model reproduces almost guantitativelv
the feature of a strong quenching of the M3 and M5 form factors"
observed in various nuclei * °'.
It is also important to note that the observed model-independence
of the radius-extraction procedure is a systematic one that
occurs for such widely different nuclei as * 7O " " v , 8 7Sr and

Bx J. l # *
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From my experimentalist point of view therefore the present
theoretical estimates of core-polarisation effects justify the
radius extraction procedure based on an essentially single-
particle approach.

Meson exchange current corrections.

Effects beyond the conventional impulse approximation arise
because the photon can couple to th<? mesonic degrees of freedom
in an Interacting many-body system.
Corrections to isovector magnetic form factors due to the_.one-
pion exchange mechanism are well established at present '.
Out of the three exchange-current diagrams of fig. 13 the two
most important ones, the pion current and pair-diagram, have
recently been employed by Arima et al. ^ j j.n a calculation of
MEC corrections to the M5-form factor of 27O. The relative unimpor-
tance (for q < 3 fm"1) of the contribution from the isobar-graph
to the total MEC effect has subsequently been verified by
J. Dubach 14' for S1V.
Since it is our goal to extract from the data radii of nucleon
orbitals it is necessary to subtract off the two-body contribution
from the effective one-body operator, operating in the N-nucleon
space.
In particular the fundamental question arises of the mass dependence,
of the isospin dependence and of shell-structure details of the
MEC corrections.

Suzuki et al have very recently supplied a partial
answer to these questions with a MEC calculation for '•'Ca and
u S c , nuclides consisting of a lf7/2-neutron and proton, respec-
tively, coupled to a LS-closed ""Ca-core. The main feature of their
calculation in a harmonic oscillator basis (b = 1.90 fm) is that
the two-body contribution increases the one-body M7 neutron (proton)
form factor by 50 (30)% at q = 3.0 fm"1.
The magnitude of the effect for the lf7/2 valence-neutron is
very similar to the value obtained for the ld5/2 neutron in

(Q) (b)

Fig. 13: Meso^-^ange^urrent graphs: a) pair b) pion current
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One should note that the effect for a valence neutron is approxi-
mately a factor of two larger than for an equivalent proton. This
can be understood since the exchange current operator is purely

and the ratio of one-body
2.

isovector in the approximation use
M7 form factor scales as (up/un)

We have transformed these observations into r-space by
performing fits to pseudo data, generated in a single-particle
basis both with and without MEC contributions. The results
obtained for the relative change of the rms radii of valence
orbitals upon the inclusion of MEC effects are given in Table I.

Table I;
Relative change of rms radii of valence orbitals due to meson
exchange current corrections to the one-body form factor.

Nucleus

170

*»Ca

Orbital

Cld5/2) v

(If7/2)*

(If7/2) v

b
(fin)

1.8

1.9

1.9 . i

6<r2

<rz

-3

"•1

-2

.0%

.5%

.5%

Applying the procedure in reverse order one must increase
the fitted proton radius by 1.5%, the neutron radius by 2.5%
and the rn/rp -ratio by +1% in order to correct for IlEC-effects.
The trend observed in the magnitude of the MEC-correction from
17O to '''Ca suggests that there is at most a slight A-dependence.
Although it is not obvious a priori that shell-structure details
are unimportant, the relatively small (T-20%) contribution of the
valence terms compared to the core-terms in the S1V MEC-calculation
of J. Dubach, indicates that one may safely extrapolate the
calculated results from '''Sc to 51V.
It has therefore become clear that MEC-effects have to be taken
into account in the detailed analysis of magnetic form factors,
although some reservation about the quantitative finality of the
present calculations is called for. For instance the inclusion
of a strong interaction form factor at the irNN-vertex has been
shown °> to appreciably reduce the bulk of the MEC corrections
to the charge form factors of few-brviy systems.
On the other hand, the introduction of the hitherto neglected
tensor part of the nucleon-nucleon effective interaction mav or
may not increase the calculated MEC contribution, depending on
whether the correlated wave function renormalisation does com-
pensate to a sufficient degree or not.

Given these quantitative uncertainties the most viable
approach at present seems to me to continue to employ the one-
body operator data-interpretation and to keep in mind, in the
comparison with Hartree-Fock results, the radius corrections of
a few percent as given in Table I.
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4.1 Comparison of orbital radii with mean field theory

All form factor data shown in figs. (3-9) have been fitted
using a procedure based on equations (4) and (5).
Trial fits with harmonic oscillator radial wave functions for
Rn^(r) gave unsatisfactory deviations at the few highest q-points
because of the unrealistic large-r tails of these wave functions.
We used the more realistic Rnl(r) generated in a Woods-Saxon poten-
tial well

V(r) = - (Vo - Vs o ^ jjp) ^ ' ' r- RH + V_ (7)

' K
with central depth Vo, spin-orbit depth V (20 MeV), Coulomb
potential Vc, radius R = ro(A-l)

1'3 and dxfruseness z.
In the fit procedure the amplitude factors ajmaXf

 ajmax-l
 an(*

the radius parameter ro were varied while Vo was constrained to
yield the experimental nucleon separation energy E s.
We find insufficient, dependence of X °*» the diffiiseness para-
meter to justify treating z as a free parameter. Therefore
z = 0.65 fm was determined from fits to our 8BSr charge scattering
cross sections from single-particle wave functions generated in a
Woods-Saxon well of unique geometry and correct single-particle
separation energies. 17)
The correctness of this procedure is supported by DDHF results
that yield nearly the same diffuseness for the effective local
potentials experienced by nucleons in different orbitals.

Good X2~fit3 v/ere obtained for all of the data as is
evident from figures (3-9). Root mean square radii for the best
fit point nucleon densities Rni(r) were then calculated. The results
for all of the nuclei considered are both tabulated in table II
and graphed in figure 1 .

From a comparison of experimental orbital rms radii with theore-
tical predictions onecan now assess the predictive power of two
brands of Hartree-Pock calculations, the Densitv Matrix Expansion18'
and the H.F. Bogoliubov version (labeled HFB) ^'.
The latter calculation includes a treatment of pairing excitations
and uses the same phenomenological N-N interaction for both
the Hartree-Fock field and the pairing field.
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Table II: Experimental point-nucleon radius values of valence
orbitals and a comparison with values predicted by
Hartree-Fock (Bogoliubov) theory. The theoretical
entries denoted with an asterisk include separation
energy corrections and MEC corrections.

Nucleus

« T 1

S 1 V

S9CO

a 7Sr

93Nb

».Bi

Orbi-
tal

l fV2

If17
l f 7 /2

If""lf7/2

^V2

^9/2

lh9/2

experi-
mental

4,01 (4)

4.01(4)

4.00(4)

4.655(40)

4.834(35)

5.72 (15)

DME

-

-

-

4.893

4.953

-

<x2>h (fm)
theoretical

DME*

-

-

-

4.968

4.973

-

HFB

4.068

4.107

4.199

4.899

4.862

5.90

HFB*

4.159

4.107

-

4.891

4.862

-

(<

<

HFB*

0.96(1)

0.98(1)

0.95(1)

0.95(1)

0.99(1)

0.97(3)

r exp

T2>+honrly

HFB* (MEC
corrected)

0.98 (1)

0.995(10)

0.975(10)

-

-

-

Before comparing theory with the experimental zadius one
must correct for the incorrect single-particle energy predicted
by the Hartree-Fock calculation. It is found that especially the
valence neutrons are overbound by a few MeV and this deviation
essentially influences the large-r (r K 6.5 fm) fall off of
R(r) only. Since the present experiment is not sensitive to the
asymptotic wave function tail the calculated rms radii should be
modified to account for this incorrect large-r behaviour.
This is done by

HF _ HF
rms rms

^rms (EexP _ EHF,

where 5rrms/6Es is calculated with WS wave functions.
The resulting radius values are to be found in the table in the
columns labeled DME* (HFB*).
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Fig. 14: Experimental values of orbital pointr-nucleon rms radii
and a comparison with values predicted by Hartree-Fock
Bogoliubov theory.
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As has been noted before in chapter 2 (in q-space) there are
differences of one to two percent in the predicted orbital radii
and as -such can be taken as indicative of the size of the
theoretical "error bar".

In one case, the HFB* calculation for the lg9/2 proton orbital
in '3Nb, there is very good agreement with experiment.
The worst proton case is s*Co (R - 0.95 (D) but I wish to
emphasize in this case that the small value of the form factor
amplitude a-j = 0.60 is indicative of appreciable configuration
mixings (presumably mainly involving the (2p, If5/2) shells).
One therefore has less confidence in the application of the single-
particle picture and an explicit calculation involving both
configuration mixing and meson exchange currents for this case
is clearly called for.

Generally the neutron radii appear to be less well predicted
by theory. This raises some interesting questions concerning
the c_>od agreement recently observed 51 with the empirical total
neutron rms radii for nuclides through out the periodic table.
Note however that, if the MEC calculations turn out to be
quantitatively exact, the correction goes at least halfway in
resolving the discrepancy between theory and experiment for the
orbital radii.

In view of the isovector nature of the MEC corrections a
particularly relevant test of theory consists of directly com-
paring proton to neutron form factors.
Since H.F. and W.S. calculations tell us that proton and neutron
radial wave functions differ in good approximation by a change
in radial scale with a compression factor-(5, we may write (keeping
proper normalisation)

Bp(r) =

Consequently,

Pp(q) =

3/2
(9)

(10)

A comparison of F and P then yields 6 independent of specific
model assumptionspconcerning R(r).
Additional fine-tuning of the procedure accounts for slight
inadequacies of one single compression factor in the asymptotic
wave function tail (6 •* 3*)•
In figs. 13 and 14 are shown the resulting form factors of the
"7Sr/*3Nb and *9Ti/slV pairs. The renormalised s7Sr ("'Ti) data are
graphed on a compressed q-scale. For each (p-n) pair the points
clearly define a unique curve, thereby justifying the assumption
underlying eq. (9). The resulting compression factors are shown
in table III where also calculated ratios of proton/neutron
radii are given.
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on a compressed q-scale.

Table III: Ratios of proton and neutron orbital radii deduced
from q-scale compression factors g*. Also shown are
theoretical ratios (HFB*) and the effect of MEC
correction on the ratios.

Orbital

l f 7 / 2

^9/2

exp n p exp.MEC
corr

0.996(8) 1.006(8)

0.962(6) ?

Theory
DME* HFB*

1.013

0.999 1.00
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Mean-field theory is in excellent agreement with experiment
for the lf7/2 orbital where there is a relatively small neutron
exceaa only. In comparison with the proton-orbital theory.
predicts the lg9/2-neutron 0.18 (3) fm (3.7%) too far outside.
An explicit MEC calculation is not available for this case but one
may expect that the correction will reduce the discrepancy
by one to two percent perhaps. For the moment one can conclude
that there Is a small but significant discrepancy with experiment
for the relative size of the proton-neutron lg9/2 orbitals.

Having determined radii of valence orbitals it is of
interest to relate this information with measured rats radii of
total matter - and neutron radial-distributions.
High-energy (lGeV) proton scattering has recently become an
Important method for the determination of neutron density dis-
tributions 2 0i. Using our value rn * 4.01 + 0.04 for the If7/2
neutron orbital and assuming that the rms radius of the 20 core
neutrons of 1**Ca is equal to that of It0Ca, we obtain
A « rms (43) - rms (40)= 0.20 ± 0.02 fin, in fair agreement with
A = 0.15 + 0.03 fm obtained from high-energy proton scattering.

4.2 Comparison with other experiments

When a muon is bound to an odd-even nucleus,hyperfine
structure will be induced on the bulk effect of the Coulomb
potential generated by the spherically symmetric extended nuclear
charge distribution.
The resulting shift of the energy of the muonic X-ray as it is
induced by the magnetic interaction of muon and the nuclear
current distribution DN(

r) can be written as

AEmhfs «*-./ V r ) - *(r) d3r (11)

where A (r) is the e.m. vector potential generator by the muon
in orbit.
The finite size of the current distribution causes a small
change of the point-nucleus Bohr-Weisskopf effect. The magnetic
hyperfine splitting (mhfs) is relatively small and requires very
high precision of the gamma-ray energy measurement.
Due to the Z-dependence of the magnitude of the mhfs effect
fcz3) there are very few cases in the periodic table where a
comparison with magnetic electron scattering information is
possible.
Our data of valence rms radii of the lg9/2 and lh9/2 proton-
orbitals consitute a meeting-ground of the two sources of radial
information.
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Extensive calculations of the magnetic hvperfine splitting
in these nuclides have been performed by~Fujita 21).
A variety of nuclear models were used in order to investigate
model-dependence of the transformation of magnetic hyperfine
splitting into a rms radius of the nuclear current distribution ,

Vr)-
Since the mhfs effect is predominantly of dipole nature much
care about configuration mixings of low-energv origin has to
be taken. Also the renormalisation of the orbital g-factor
in the magnetic operator caused by meson-exchange currents was
taken explicitly into account in the calculation.
In figure 15 is shown a comparison of orbital radii obtained
with the two companion probes. The electron scattering datum
points are corrected for MEC effects estimated from table I.
Good agreement with the mhfs results of rather limited statistical
accuracy is found.

209

Fig. 17: A comparison of rns radii of the
lgg/2 an<* 1'19/2 orbits as determined
from magnetic electron scattering and
from magnetic hyperfine splitting of
V X-ray energies.
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Historically the Coulomb energy displacement (CED) energy
of mirror nuclei has been the first method to test our under-
standing of valencs-nucleon wave functions.
Knowing the charge rms radius of the core from (e,e'l experiments
the substitution of a proton by a neutron bound to the core
modifies the total binding-energy of the system by the Coulomb
energy of the proton-core interaction.
Assuming charge symmetry of the N-N interaction the experimental
CED-values allow to deduce the radial extention of the valence
orbital of the mirror pair.
The most detailed analysis of CED energies throughout the periodic
table has been performed by Nolen and Schiffer 22).
The result obtained with experimental charge radii and several
corrections like the exchange term and spin-orbit effects, is that
the rms radius of the analog-proton wave function is (10-20)%
smaller than expected from "reasonable" valence wave functions.
This observation, known as the Noien-Schiffer anomaly, presents
a gross discrepancy with Hartree-Fock calculations of valence wave
functions and clearly falls for independent experimental verification.
Our determination of the radius of the lfl/2 proton and neutron
orbital allows to check on the CED result.
Janecke 23) has extensively analysed AEcoui of If7/2 shell nuclei.
Using HO wave functions with the same oscillator parameter b both
for the core and the valence orbital b * 1.83 ± 0.012 fm is deduced
from AEcoui * 8.12 + 0.05 MeV between

 51V ground state and slCr
analogue state. However, the analysis ignores experimental infor-
mation on the charge radius of the core using the empirical charge
rms radius of S1V (rms = 3.63 + 0.03 fm), the If7/2- radius from
magnetic (e,e'l and using the fact that Srms (core)/rms (core) •="
rms (l£7/2) = 3.50 + 0.02 fm explains the measured AEcoui.
This value is grossly inconsistent with the magnetic result
rms Uf7/2) s 4.10 + 0.04 fm (folded with proton size).
Therefore there must be something basically wrong with the
standard interpretation of AEcoui other than anomalously contrac-
ted valence wave functions.
It will be worthwhile, given the valence radii deduced from
magnetic (e,e*) (which are close to the theoretical predictions),
to study the implications of AEcoui for a possible breaking of
charge-symmetry ofthe N-N force.
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I
%;[ 5. Conclusions and acknowledgements

' . The high-q data of magnetic elastic electron scattering that
;• have been discussed here have shown their potential for testing
s; our understanding of valence-nucleon wave functions. Slight dis-
'I'i crepancies of a few percent are found, especially for the radius
• of neutron valence orbitals, with predictions of theories based
I on the mean-field approximation. The present sensitivity of
* electro magnetic probes and the ability to reach high-q has pro-

gressed to the point where the conventional one-body analysis
is no longer adequate and meson exchange effects start to consi-

" derably confuse the picture.
Preliminary estimates indicate that MEC corrections remove a

;. large fraction of the valence radius discrepancy, but obviously
; a continued theoretical effort is needed for a better quantitative

understanding of those corrections.
- On the experimental side most of the high-q work on "simple"
. spherical nuclides has been done. Extention of this type of

ff experiments wit the 180° scattering apparatus at Bates into the
:' region of deformed nuclei appears very promising.

: It is a pleasure to acknowledge the many contributions of
my colleagues to the work discussed here. In particular I would
like to acknowledge the many essential contributions of I. Sick

. and the excellent data-analysis work of S. Platchkov. I would
like to thank B. Frois for his efforts to provide excellent
working conditions for the collaboration and for stimulating
discussions. T. Suzuki and A. Arita kindly communicated their
results in advance of publication.
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|i RESULTS OF 180° ELECTRON SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS

I'-''-
(• L. LapikSs
p Institute for Nuclear Physics Research
K P.O. Box 4395, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

5; Abstract: A survey is given of the results of magnetic elastic
v scattering experiments obtained with 180° systems. Apparatus
?. and theoretical background are only briefly discussed; the
•";'• emphasis is on the analysis of magnetic form factors and their
$ comparison with theoretical calculations.

1. Introduction

The small number of 180° scattering apparatus at the
existing electron scattering facilities has necessarily limited
the production of magnetic cross sections. Nevertheless some
progress has been made in this field since my last review talk (1)
at Saclay in 1975. More data and more calculations have become
available and this talk is to review the attained results.

I shall presuppose most of the theoretical background
and experimental details to be known by the reader . Only
those parts necessary for the explanation and interpretation
of the results will be somewhat elaborated on. More formulae
can be found in refs. 1 and 2.

It is to be understood that this talk is restricted to
elastic scattering only, whence it will not cover the large
amount of results on inelastic transverse excitation obtained
by Fagg (3) and coworkers with the now dismantled NRL 180°
system. Moreover most of tie high-q results obtained from
magnetic scattering at "normal" angles are discussed by
De Witt Huberts (4). Thus the scope of this talk is on elastic,
low-q, scattering with some emphasis on light nuclei and on
the determination of magnetic multipole moments. '•-

2. Apparatus

Without the necessity to refer to theory, it can be
made clear from fig. 2.1 that it is very advantageous to have ;
a 180° scattering system in order to obtain magnetic cross i)
sections with some reasonable accuracy. Fig, 2.1 shows the \''
charge cross section for 9 3Nb at two different angles, 155° j~
which is the most backward angle usually attainable with J
conventional electron-scattering facilities, and 178° which I
is the scattering angle realised in 180° experiments if one • •
includes instrumental effects. This small deviation from 180° '•
is caused by integration over multiple scattering and spec-
trometer acceptance angles (see e.g. (5) and (6)). The magnetic
cross section in fig. 2.1 is shown at 180° since it increases :
only 2.5% if one goes from 180° to 155°. From the figure it
is evident that for an accurate determination of magnetic
cross sections below say q = 2 fm a 180° system is indispensable.
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2.1: Cross section for elastic magnetic and
charge scattering from 9 3Nb as a function
of effective momentum transfer. The charge
cross section is indicated for 155° and 178°,
the magnetic cross section for 178°, being
only 2% lower than the 155° magnetic cross
section.

Table 2.1 gives a list of 180° systems with some of their
relevant properties. At the moment only the Sendai and Bates
systems are in operation, whereas a system is planned at Glasgow.
Schematic layouts of the systems at Sendai and Bates are given
in figs. 2.2 and 2.3.

The Sendai system (fig. 2.2) consists of one circular
15° bending magnet that separates the incoming and scattered
electrons. Behind the target a ditching magnet serves to steer
the unscattered beam into the dump area and to prevent electrons
backscattered from the dump area to enter the spectrometer.

•The second 180° system, presently in operation, is the one
built at Bates by the Airiherst group (fig. 2.3). This system has
the advantage of a constant solid angle for different excitation
energies. This is achieved by simultaneouslv moving inward
dipoles D2 and D3 and decreasing all four magnetic fields in.
such a way that the angle oto' for the scattered electrons of
particular excitation energy is constant. Moreover the system
makes use of the Bates energy loss mode, as examplified by
fig. 2.4 where a resolution of 2.5 . 10"^ is obtained.
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Table 2.1:

location

Stanford

Stanford

Orsay

NRL

Amsterdam

Sendai

Bates

Glasgow

180° systems.

energy range

< 60 MeV

70 -250 MeV

<500 MeV

35 - 60 MeV

25 - 95 MeV

75 -230 MeV

50 -450 MeV

30 -150 MeV

method

1 magnet
fixed

1 magnet
movable

1 magnet
fixed

1 magnet
fixed

3 magnets
fixed

1 magnet
fixed

4 magnets
2 movable
+ energy loss
1 magnet
+ steering

coils

years

"&1964

-x.1965

1.1967

1967-1976

1968-1975

1977-

1977-

1979?

ref

7

5

8

9

6

10

11

12

spectrometer
circular magnet secondary

emission (
monitor

beam position
monitor target

Fig. 2.2: 180° electron scattering apparatus at
Sendai.
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fig. 2.3: Schematic layout of the 180° scattering
apparatus, built by the Araherst group at
Bates. The dipoles D2 and D3 can move
perpendicular to the incident beam
direction.

20
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Z 7AI. 7 ma cm'? Eo * 101.5 M«V

(Run 180,20)
Fin* Bin Sort Sptctrum

~

80 100 120 140
, CHANNEL NUMBER

0 0.1 02
EXCITATION ENERGY (MlV)

Fig. 2.4: Example of an elastic peak
measured at Bates with the
180° system in energy loss
mode.
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A third system at Glasgow is in the design and building
stage. Zt is of much importance that this system will be
realised soon, since it will supplement data from the other
two systems with the necessary low-q cross sections.

3. Theory

The following set of formulae gives a brief illustration
of the theory in PWBA. More formulae can be found in ref (1).
The cross section for magnetic elastic scattering is written as

S = W t * ih + fcan2(e/2)) . FT(q) (3.1)

H

with

F»(q) - r \<*\\&W\\*>]* .^jg- (3.2)

where T? (q) is the magnetic multipole operator (2) and ty the
ground state wave function. If this ij/ is described in a shell
model picture the reduced matrix elements in (3.2) can be written
as a sum over single particle matrix elements according to

x ||Jq<||j> if[a+a^J*> (3.3)

where |i> is short for the single particle orbital InjijjjT,.*
and £he single particle magnetic matrix elements
<i||T||j > are.easj.lv calculable (2). The amplitudes <<|>|a.a-.|iji>
follow from the shell model calculation. -*

Unfortunately the present accuracy of experimental data
does not allow the amplitudes «[>|ata.|ij>> in any reasonable
configuration to be determined from -1 experiment. Nevertheless
a paraiaetrization of the magnetic form factor is necessarv
to describe the experimental data that generally deviate from
the pure single particle form factor. Except for the lp shell
the following simplification of (3.2) allows enough freedom
to describe the existing data:

P*(q) = E|ax<nlJT3!|T
m(q)||nlJT3>|

2 . ̂  (3.4)

Thus the form factor is written as a sum over reduced single
particle matrix elements (SPME) for the last unpaired nucleon
in orbital |nlJT3> and the amplitudes a. are to be determined
from experiment with the obvious constraint that a.^ = Uexp/vsp-
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The SPME mostly contains only a few free parameters, i.e. the
radial extension of the sp wave function and in some cases
the gyromagnetic ratio's g^ and g8, contained in the magnetic
multipole operator T^(q)

So far the theoretical illustration was described in PHBA.
In an accurate analysis however one has to correct for the
distortion of the electron wave functions in the Coulomb field
of the nucleus. These corrections are important 4.) for heavy
nuclei, ii) at low g and ill) in form factor zeros. In order to
avoid lengthy time-consuming computer calculations in DWBA I
have used the effective-momentum-transfer representation to
calculate the form factors:

with

(3.5)

(3.6)

Here the Z dependence of g f - (3.6) corrects for case i),
the amplitude factor 1+e.contained in (3.5) corrects for case ii)
and the shortcomings mentioned in case ill) are neglected
since the form factor minima are usually filled in by contri-
butions from other multipoles. The factors c^ are to be determined
from a comparison of PWBA and DWBA calculations and they turn out
to be a smooth function of Z (ei ranges from 0.03 for Li to
0.70 for S3Nb, £3,5,7,) <0.1 for all Z). As a justification of
this procedure fig. 3.1 shows a calculation in full DWBA com-
pared with the curve given by (3.5) for the Ml and M3 form factors
in laB. In view of the accuracy of present experimental data, the
overlap of both calculations is satisfactory.

Fig. 3.1: Magnetic form
factors for electron
scattering from JIB, cal-
culated in DWBA (solid
curve) and in the qeff
approximation (dashed curves)

q < fm
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4. Results

4.1 The lp-shell nuclei.

Fits have fce^n made to magnetic scattering from all
data on lp-shell nuclei with non-zero spin. Following formula
(3.4) it can be seen that the magnetic form factor for these
nuclei can be written as

F£(q) = {|ax FM1(q)|
2 + |03 FM3<q)|

2} FCM(q)f*(q> (4.1)

where a, = U a X D/u s o and a3 = a /S2 , are the respective
quenchings or the Magnetic dipole and ectupole moment, F-j, and
fN are the center of mass and nucleon form factors ,respec€lvely
The formfactors are

FM1(q) = Nf
P(<jQ> + Bt <j2>) (4.2)

FM3(q) = Nf
P <j2> (4.3)

where the normalization constants N? and Bj can be calculated
in the single particle model. By letting Bj also be a free para-
meter one effectively describes all possible configurations of
nucleons in the lp shell. The radial integrals are

<j±> = /Rfp(r)r
2ji(qr)dr (4.4)

where the radial lp wave functions Rig(r) have been calculated
in a WS well with diffuseness ao = 0.60 fm,a spin orbit term
causing a spin orbit splitting expl/2 - eip3/2 = *> M e V a n^ the
usual Coulomb term. These parameters have been kept fixed
throughout the lp shell, while the binding energy S is taken to
be the average of the neutron S(n) and proton Sip) separation
energy of the particular nucleus. This may be justified by
observing that in all lp-shell nuclei both protons and neutrons
participate in setting up the magnetization density. Choosing
then a value for the WS well radius re automatically fixes
its depth Vo to match the separation energy S. Free parameters
in the fits are the WS well radius ro, the coupling parameter Bj
and the octupole quenching 03 for nuclei with g.s. spin J = 3/2.
The fitted values of Bj and 013 can be compared, with calculations
of those parameters in LS, 33 and intermediate coupling (IC).
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'Li (fig. 4.1)
Only data up to the first diffraction minimum exist (13,14).
The fitted coefficient Bj is both in agreement with LS, jj and
IC predictions. The radial wave function has <r2>jr, =2.99 +
0.23 fm in good agreement with a value 3.00 + 0.02*fm obtained
by Walecka (15) in an analysis of HI scattering from the ground
state and Ml excitation of the 3.56 HeV Level. More data in
the second maximum are necessary to fix the two free parameters
accurately.

LI-6 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

Pig. 4.1: Fit to the
transverse form factor
data for elastic scatte-
ring from 6Li
(Jff * 1+, Ml).

7Li (fig. 4.2)
A fit has first been made to the Stanford data (13) that include
both elastic and inelastic scattering from the g.s. doublet. This
yielded a value r« = 2.67 + 0.05 fm for the WS well radius which
then was used to fit the Amsterdam data (16) concerning the
elastic form factor alone. No preference for a particular
coupling scheme is observed and we have to await more high reso-
lution high^q data to make a final choice for a preferred coupling
scheme. The fitted value for the octupole moment is |fl[ = 12.4 +
2.2 uHfm

z.
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L i - 7 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

q < trrT1 )

Fig . 4 . 2 : Same as 4.1
except for 7Li
(J* = 3/2", Ml + M3).

9Be ( f i g . 4.3)
The accuracy of the combined Amsterdam (17) and Stanford (13)
data leads to unambiguous values for the three free parameters.
The IC scheme is favoured most and an accurate value for the
octupole moment |J2| = 5 . 7 + 0 . 2 wNfm

2 is obtained.
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g ( ftn"' )

fig. 4.4: Same as 4.1 except for: 10B
(J* * 3+, Ml + M3, M5 not inclu-
ded) . Form factor shapes according
to the coupling schemes (jj, IiS-1,
LS-2) indicated. The M3 contribution
is drawn for jj-coupling only.

10B (fig. 4.4)
New IKO data (14) have recently been analyzed. Although they
have high accuracy and data from Stanford (13) are available
up to q - 2 fnT1 it is not possible to let all three parameters
vary in the fit; this leads to extraordinary large and corre-
lated errors in the parameters. Moreover the analysis is com-
plicated by the fact that, in principle a M5 contribution to
the elastic scattering form factor is possible although it
vanishes if one restricts the configuration space to the lp
shell. Therefore we show fits with the parameters « 3 and B,
£ixed to the model values of a jj and two LS-coupling calcu-
lations (13). Unfortunately an intermediate-coupling calcula-
tion is not (yet) available for this nucleus. All three models
give reasonable fits although they all seem to overestimate
the octupole contribution somewhat. An upper limit for the
value of the octupole moment |«| < 2 uNfm

5 was determined from
a two parameter (ro and ct3 free) fit to the data.
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llB (fig. 4.5)
Th"e accuracy of the combined Amsterdam (14) and Stanford (13)
data leads to unambiguous values for the three free parameters,
that clearly exclude LS, jj and IC predictions. The octupole
moment is obtained with good accuracy |n| = 9.5 + 0.5 pNfm

2.

Q _

B-1 1 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

M1-»M3 WS/QEFr/FIT

• AMSTERDAM

0 STANFORD

q ( fm"1 )

Fig. 4.5: Same as 4.1 except for
J1B (Jv = 3/2", Ml + M3).

13C (fig. 4.6)
The low-q 13C data are 180° Sata from Amsterdam (17), the high-q
data are from a Rosenbluth separation of normal angle scattering
udta at Stanford (18). A fit to both data fixes the two free
parameters. Moreover the sensitivity to models is demonstrated
by the curves marked, IC, jj, LS referring to different couplinct
schemes. These curves are fits to the low-q data alone, that fix
more or less the first minimum, but then are highly sensitive
to the coupling scheme in the second maximum. There is clear
preference for the IC prediction but a final decision has to
await a high-q experiment now planned at Bates.
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curve is a fit to all data. The
dashed curves are fits to the low-q
(Amsterdam) data lone, with form
factor shape according to the coupling
schemes indicated (jj, IC, LS).

'"N (fig. 4.7)
The Ml form factor for lllN offers a queer case: two form
factors of quite different shape can fit the data. Both more
low- and high-q data could select one of the two. The solid
curve seems to be slightly better, since it has a better x2

and the fitted value of Bj is close to the one predicted by
jj coupling which scheme also explains the magnetic dipole"
moment.

lsN (fig. 4.8)
The few points shown here are from a Rosenbluth separation of
normal angle scattering data obtained at Stanford (19). Since
the magnetic moment of XSN is very close to that of a lpl/2
single proton hole, I have only fitted these data with the
«P (*jj) form factor).
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N-M MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

Ml Q£FF/WS/FIT

M) QEFF/WS/FJT

i •;

I I J

N-15 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

O STANFORD

Ml QEFF/WS/JJ

Ml OEFF/HO/JJ

Fig.4.7: Same as 4.1
except for '*N (J17 = 1 ,
Ml). The solid curve is
a fit with form factor
shape close to jj coupling,
the dashed curve is close
to a single lpl/2 proton
form factor.

_ Fig. 4.8: Same as 4.1
except for *SN (J* = 1/2",
Ml). The solid and dashed
curves are fits with the
lpl/2 single particle
(=j j coupling) form
factor shape, nsing WS
and HO radial wave func-
tions , respectively.
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I have shown all these form factors In the lp sfu.j.1
in order to demonstrate that it is quite well possible to
measure magnetic octupole moments with elastic magnetic
scattering and that this method offers a selective test of
coupling models. Moreover since we have data for all nuclei
in the lp shell (except of course 12C and ls0) it is interesting
to see whether there is any systematic effect in the lp shell
that can be extracted from these data.

First fig. 4.9 shows the data obtained for the octupole
moments in the lp shell. I have plotted the coefficient 03, i.e.
the quenching of the experimental octupole moment relative
to the value for a single particle odd proton J!sp = p p |. <r \ ,
as a function of mass number. The experimental values
(black dots) are connected bv the solid curve to illustrate the
large quenching effect towards 1 0B. Theoretical values (13,20)
for 03 are also indicated: the open circles show that all
jj-coupling values are systematically too high; LS and IC
values are low for 7L1 and X1B and too high for 9Be and 1 0B.
The general trend however is followed by all models, but none
of them seems to be favoured. It would be interesting to have
predictions from Hartree Fock or Nilsson calculations for the
octupole moments of these nuclei.
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Fig. 4.9: Experimental values (black
circles) for octupole moments
relative to that of a lp3/2 single
proton configuration as a function
of mass number. Predictions for
several coupling schemes are also
indicated.
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A second systematic effect to be studied deals with the
size of the lp shell. Fig. 4.10 shows a plot of rms radii
in the lp shell against mass number. The open circles connec-
ted by the solid curve represent the rms charge radii rc from
the compilation by Qe Jager et al.(21). As was already known
there is no A1'^ dependence; instead the curve is more likely
to show a minimum around A = 11. The black circles represent
rms radii r l p cf the lp radial WS wave functions used to fit
the magnetic scattering data just shown. For 12C and 1GO the
lp radii stem from the Elton-Swift (22) wave functions that
fit the lp momentum distributions measured in (e,e'p) and (y,p)
experiments (23, 24). I have somewhat arbitrarily assigned a
5% error to these numbers. The black circles seem to exhibit
a more pronounced minimum around A = 11, although there are
still large errors.

I I ' • " ^ ^ ' ' ' [ ^ ^

RMS RADII IN THE IP SHELL

\ 0 CHARGE RADIUS t£XP>

\ t IP RADIUS (EXPI

1 IP RADIUS 'CALCI

1
E

\

rV
f

10
mass nunber

Fig. 4.10: Experimental values for rms radii
of the g.s. charge distribution
(open circles) and of the lp valence
nucleon wave function (black circles)
The dashed curve is a calculation of
the lp radius by subtracting a ''He
core contribution from the charge
radius (see text).
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Nevertheless it is tempting to see what a simple connection
between these radii would yield:

(Zr* - 2r\s)/iZ-2) (4.5)

where I have set the Is-shell radius equal to r,
(i.e. the charge radius of *He). Thus using expe
f h h di d constant value rj

= 1.674 fm
imental values
for the core
s immediately

g
for the charge radius rc and a constant v j
radius one obtains the dashed curve for rlD. It
clear that for the very lightest nuclei the calculated value
of r^p is largely overestimated, indicating that the core
size Is too small. Several effects (polarization, deformation,
clustering) might be responsible for this behaviour, but a
final conclusion should await a further clarification and cal-
culation of the following effects:

i) The charge radii reflect the proton distribution, whereas
the lp radii give some average for protons and neutrons.

ii) The lp radii are model dependent; e.g. using HO instead
of WS wave functions shifts all lp radii downward by
about 0.05 fm. A similar effect is seen by choosing a
larger value for the skin thickness ao of the WS well.

iii) The center of mass correction (see (4.1)) is a non-
trivial effect in the case of WS wave functions.

iv) Charge and magnetization distribution of protons and
neutrons should be folded in according to their relative
contributions to the magnetic form factor.

Two applications of the data obtained here for lp-shell
nuclei should be mentioned. The first is that the components
of the wave function determined a.o. from magnetic scattering
can be used to calculate neutrino scattering from lp-shell
nuclei (25). The second is that u-capture rates depend sensi-
tively on the radial distribution of the valence nucleons (26)
and thus accurate knowledge of the lp-shell radii can improve
(theoretical) ti-capture predictions.
Finally it would be interesting to see whether the valence
nucleon wave functions determined from magnetic scattering
could also fit the lp momentum distribution obtained in
(e,e'p) (23) and (y,p) (24) experiments.

4.2 The 2sld shell

In the sd shell two interesting examples of magnetic
scattering exist. The first is magnetic scattering from 25Mg.
Low-q data have been obtained at IKO (27), high q data were
first obtained from 160° scattering at Bates (27), and recently
preliminary data have been obtained by the Amherst group (28)
from 180° scattering at Bates. These data have been fitted with
formula (3.4) as shown in fig. 4.11.
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MG-25 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

j ,

Fig. 4.11: Fit to magnetic form factor
data from Amsterdam (180°),
Bates (160°) and Bates (180°,
preliminary data) for elastic
scattering from 25Mg (Jir = 5/2 ,
Ml + M3 + M5).

The fit yields JM3| = 4.2 + 0.9 uNfm
2 and |M5| = 40 + 2.6 vNfm

2

to be compared with the shell model (SM) predictionsT27)
jM3| = 2.45 uNfm

2 and |M5| =46.7 yNfm
2. These SM numbers

are not far away from the experimental values, but nevertheless
the SM form factor can not fit the experimental data, since it
not only predicts different amplitudes a? and 05 but also a
different q-dependent behaviour. The SM fit gives x /<*f = 150/27,
whereas the free fit gives xVdf = 40/25.

'f!
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The second example is 3SK where data (29) are available
again from Amsterdam (180°) and Bates (160°\. Fig. 4.12 shows
a fit where I have used effective g,oand g ~factors to fit the
data with the known magnetic dipole moment as a constraint. It
appears not to be possible to fit the data with the same effec-
tive g-factors for the Ml and M3 form factors; for Ml we find
a redaction to gs = 4.01 + 0.09 and g, F 0.89 + 0.02 with (due
to the constraint) a 100% correlation between the errors and
for M3 we have gs = 3.0 + 0.5 iiN with gj undetermined (i.e. we
have taken gx = 0.89) . The octupole monent JI = 0.18 + 0.05 uNfm

2

amounts to only 21% of the single particle prediction. LipparXni
et al. (30) have calculated effective g«factors for 3JK using
a Skyrme-type two-body interaction. With the Skyrmec-III force
that explains reasonably the magnetic dipole moment they get
gs = 5.64 and g^ = 1.18, that is an enhancement of the grfactors
with respect to the free values. These conflicting numbers
might point to a g-dependence of the effective g-factors,
since Lipparini's calculation explains the static (i.e. q = 0 fm )
value of the magnetic dipole moment, whereas our values result
from experimental data at q > 0.5 fm"1.

V-
•;••;

K-39 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

^ig.4.12: Fit to magnetic form factor data
from Amsterdam (180°) and Bates (160°)
for elastic scattering from
39K (J^ 3/2+, Ml + M3).
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4.3 The If7/2 shell

In the J.£7/2 shell 180° scattering data are available
from Amsterdam and 155s scattering data from Saclay (32) for
S1V (fig.4.13) and s»Co (fig.4.14). There is a clear need for
more data between 1 and 2 fm"1 but already from the figures the
conclusion can be drawn that in 5SCo the octupole moment is
strongly suppressed in contrast 5IV where it dominates at
q = 1 fin"1. Fit results with five free parameters (03,05,09,
ro, Bj, where Bj determines the q-dependent behaviour of the
Ml form factor, c.f. formula (4.2)) are given in table 4.1.

V-51 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

M1+M3+M5+M7 WS/QEFP/FIT _ .

• AMSTERDAM

0 SACLAY

Fig. 4.13: Fit to magnetic form factor
data from Amsterdam (180°) and
Saclay (155°) for elastic
scattering from 52V (J^ = 7/2 ,
Ml + M3 + M5 + M7).
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CO-59 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

Fig. 4.14: Same as 4.13 except for 59Co
(J^ = 7/2+, HI + M3 + M5 + H7)

Table 4.1: Magnetic scattering from S9Co and S1V.

5 9Co.
5lv

5IV

al

0.78

0.89

0.98

0.9)

a3

0.42+0

0.74+0

0.76

0.76

.05

.07

a5

0.0+0.2

0.69+0.21

0.76

0.85

0

1

0

0

a7

.71+0

.07+0

.82

.97

.03

.03

exp
exp
Serber

Rosenfeld

[ i
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It is clear that the 5SCo magnetic multipole moments are
systematically smaller than their S1V counter parts, although
for the M5 moment one has to be somewhat careful since there
are not many experimental points in the relevant q-region.
The trend is nevertheless unmistakable, and might possibly be
explained by attributing 2p3/2 admixtures to the s*Co wave
function. However no such calculations are available at the
moment. For SIV there is a calculation by Arita (33) that
predicts these quenchings (see table 4.1) from a calculation
of the core polarization effect with two-body-forces with
Serber and Rosenfeld exchange mixtures. There seems to be a
preference for the Rosenfeld mixture.

4.4 The lg9/2 shell

Fig. 4.15 shows the magnetic scattering results for
93Nb where 180° data are available from Amsterdam (34), preli-
minary 180° data from the Amherst group (28) working at Bates,
and the data from 155° scattering from Saclay (32).Since these
data together cover the entire q-range from 0.5 fm"1 < q < 3 fin"1

it was possible to fit all the magnetic multipole moments with
the results as given in table 4.2.

NB-93 MAGNETIC FORM FACTOR

AMSTERDAM

S4CLAV

1MHERST

> ..111 r, \ UAs:. \
q < t m " ' ) — •

Fig. 4.15: Fit to magnetic form factor data
from Amsterdam (180°), Bates/Amherst
(180°, preliminary data), and Saclay
(155°) for elastic scattering from
93Nb (Jw= 9/2+, Ml + M3 + M5 + M7 + M9)
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Table 4.2: Magnetic scattering from '3Nb

exp
SM

\
0.91
0.96

a 3
0.84+0.03
0.79

a 5
0.32+0.15
0.70

a 7
0.55+0.13
0.70

a9
0.92+0.03
0.90

The SM calculation by Gloeckner et al. (35) gives a result
quite close to our fit; the 015 value seems to be slightly off,
but this happens in the region where the M5 form factor has
its maximum and the density of experimental points is the
smallest. A final conclusion has therefore to await some more
experimental data, but in spite of its limited configuration
space (88Sr core + (lg9/2, 2pl/2}3P {2d5/2, 3sl/2}2n) the SH
prediction is already seen to give a quite satisfactory
description of the "Nb magnetic form factor.

5. Conclusions

In the lp shell it has been demonstrated that magnetic
electron scattering allows to determine octupole moments and
rras radii of the lp valence nucleons. The octupole moments
show a quenching with respect to the single particle values,
and the order of magnitude of the quenching is reasonably
predicted by most of the coupling models available. No
preference or trend with respect to those models is found in
the lp shell. The lp rms radii seem to show a minimum value
around A = 11, while some polarization of the
present in the beginning of the shell.

He core seems

For heavier nuclei it was demonstrated that the determir
nation of octupole moments is also possible. The octupole
moments are generally found to be quenched more than the
dipole moments. This may be due to polarization of the core,
to configuration mixing or to a lesser extent to exchange
currents. Some magnetic moments of higher multipolarity have
been determined with reasonable accuracy, but a systematic,
survey awaits more magnetic scattering data above q = 1 fin .

, In cases where the data span a q-region from 0.5 to 2.5
fm ( Mg, 93Nb) they serve as a sensitive test for SM and
other microscopic calculations. More such calculations in-
cluding the effects of exchange currents are needed and the
wave functions should also be used to calculate the muonic
hyperfine splitting, that similarly probes the valence
nucleon wave functions.
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AND MAGNETIC SCATTERING EXPERIMENTS*
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Abstract

The present status of nuclear many-body theory
is briefly surveyed in order to clarify where electro-
magnetic probes have maximal impact on our understanding
of nuclear structure. The theoretical implications of
magnetic scattering from nearly spherical odd nuclei.
Coulomb and magnetic scattering from rotational nuclei,
and electron scattering from Oxygen isotopes are dis-
cussed in detail.

1. Introduction

Given our understanding of electromagnetic interactions and
the simplifications in reaction theory arising from the weak-
ness of the electromagnetic coupling constant, the new generation
of electron accelerators at Saclay, Main?:, MIT, and now IKO pro-
vide unprecedented opportunities for precision investigation of
nuclear structure. But the mere existence of precise probes
is clearly insufficient: these facilities offer the possibility
of measuring so many elastic and inelastic form factors for so
many nuclear states that no single individual could possibly
even read the data tables, let alone assimilate the nuclear struc-
ture implications. Thus, I believe the fundamental issue to be
addressed at this meeting is how we can utilize present electron
scattering capabilities to have maximal impact on our under-
standing of nuclear structure.

With this fundamental question in mind, I will therefore
briefly review the present status of nuclear many-body theory
in order to try to distinguish theoretical predictions of suf-
ficient substance to warrant testing from those which are essen-
tially meaningless. Because of time limitations, overlap with
other speakers, and the fact that adequate reviews are available

* This work is supported in part through funds provided by the
U.S. DEPARTMENT OP ENERGY (DOE) under contract EY-76-C-02-3069.
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elsewhere, I will skip such well worn topics as proton dis-
tribution of spherical nuclei, charge radii, and isotope and
isotone shifts. Rather, I will focus on the problem of extracting
distributions of valence neutrons from magnetic scattering from
odd nuclei, examine the limits of validity of the mean-field theory
of rotational nuclei, and discuss the theoretical issues raised
by recent experiments on Oxygen isotopes. In contrast to my
review of electron scattering in Zurich,1 I have made no effort
to present an unbiased review of data from all the laboratories.
On the contrary, I will primarily emphasize new data from MIT,
both because none of the experimentalists are here to present it
and because I have been "encouraged" to spend a great deal of
time thinking about it and its possible implications.

2. Nuclear Many-Body Theory

Several aspects of nuclear many-body theory reviewed in more
detail elsewhere^ are relevant to our present considerations.

In principal, the nucleus presents an exceedingly complicated
relativistic many-body problem involving nuc^eons, antinucleons,
isobars, mesons and ultimately even quarks. In practice, no
relativistic many-body formalism has ever been implemented which
is capable of treating the two-body correlations already found to
be important in the non-relativistic problem. Hence, it is
necessary at the outset to suppress mesonic degrees of freedom,
first addressing the much simpler non-relativistic many-body pro-
blem with static interactions and then perturbatively estimating
mesonic corrections.

Although the limitations of a phenomenological static two-
body force have never been adequately delineated, it is clear that
the Reid potential is fundamentally in error. Not only does it
underbind the three-body system*"6 by 1 MeV, but it yields
saturation of nuclear matter at much too high a density.7

One possible language for discussing corrections to the non-
relativistic many-body problem is to define effective operators
to be used in the N-nucleon subspace which reproduce the physical
effects of mesons, isobars etc is the full Hilbert space. In
this language, the binding energy and ground state nucleon density
distribution will receive corrections from effective three-body
forces. Clearly, any predictions of a microscopic calculation
based on phenomenological two body forces will have unavoidable
ambiguities until these higher-body effective forces are under-
stood. In addition to modifying the Hamiltonian to be diagonal!zed
to determine the ground state, the effective operator expansion
also modifies the definition of the electromagnetic current op-
erator, in lowest order, the fact that an electromagnetic probe
may couple to a virtual pion, a nucleon-antinucleon pair, or
virtual isobar is described by the three graphs contributing to
the effective electromagnetic current operator in Eq. (1).
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Thus there are two distinct forms of relativistic corrections

to consider in analyzing electron scattering experiments. To
determine form factors for nucleon distributions, one must ex-
plicitly subtract off the contributions of the exchange currents
in eq. 1. I will discuss one such example later in connection
with magnetic scattering from odd nuclei and D, Riska will treat
exchange corrections in detail in his talk. T.n addition, however,
one must also consider the error in the calculated nuclear dis-
tribution arising from the neglect of effective three-body forces.
Clearly, the optimal systems in which to investigate both forms
of relativistic effects are the two and three body systems where
at least all ambiguities in solution of the non-relativistic
many-body problem may be eliminated.

Even in the context of non-relativistic many-body theory,
our ability to calculate nuclear structure microscopically is
quite limited. The most viable theoretical technique is selective
resummation of perturbation theory through a hole-line expansion.
Since electromagnetic probes involve only expectation values of
few-body operators, it is not manifestly unreasonable to attempt
to use low orders of perturbation theory, as it would be if one
sought the full wave function or S-matrix elements. Perturbation
theory thus offers, at least in principle, the appealing advantage
of systematically approximating the experimentally relevant electro-
magnetic matrix elements.

Strong evidence for the adequacy of the hole-line expansion
is provided by two sources. One source is the great progress in
the theory of infinite systems of nuclear matter and liquid helium.
As reviewed in ref. 7, for dense systems of bosons, exact Greens
function Monte Carlo calculations, variational calculations with
Jastrow wave functions, and hole-line expansion calculations are
in excellent agreement at densities comparable to that of nuclear
matter. Similarly, for fermions interacting via central potentials
there is again complete consistency between variational and hole-
line results. For nuclear matter, non central forces cause tech- 7 8
nical difficulties in variational calculations, but recent results '
are fully consistent with perturbation theory and indicate that
the Reid potential saturates at much too high density.

A second argument for the validity of the hole-line ex-
pansion is the apparent convergence of the coupled-cluster hier-
archy in 160 and *°Ca which includes all three-hole line diagrams
and estimates four hole-line contributions.9 The coupled-cluster
results in *°Ca with the Reid potential are consistent with those
in nuclear matter in that the interior region of the nucleus is
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much too dense, again emphasizing the fundamental limitations of
phenomenological potentials.

With the exception of I60 and ''"Ca, systematic application
of the hole-line expansion throughout the periodic table is im-
practical. Thus, we are forced to resort to the mean field ap-
proximation in which the mean field is defined to precisely cancel
the most important low order diagrams occuring in the expansion
of a one-body operator. Both on theoretical grounds and from ex-
plicit comparison with coupled-cluster results in light nuclei,
the mean-field approximation is expected to be quite adeguate when
appropriate validity criteria are satisfied. However, we still
need to deal with the fact that the underlying phenomenological
nucleon-nucleon potential is inadequate: the mean field must de-
scribe the field experienced by a nucleon in an actual nucleus,
not that arising in a fictitious world defined by the Reid poten-
tial. Hence, one is forced to phenomenologically adjust the ef-
fective interaction generating the mean field to produce the
proper binding energy and density in nuclear matter.

The introduction of such phenomenology obviously irrevocably
breaks contact with fundamental theory. One could go on forever
defining more effective interactions and comparing the resulting
density distributions with experiment and learn next to nothing
useful in the process. Although the most physical interactions
are those with long-range components calculated from forces fit
to phase shifts and with the non-locality of the exchange term
described adequately, small differences between predictions of
reasonably sensible interactions are unlikely to have any physical
significance.

One obvious criterion for the validity of the mean-field theory
is the degree of shell closure. For poorly closed shells, it would
be surprising indeed if such a crude caricature of the residual
interaction as the pairing approximation yielded more than quali-
tative results. Thus, pairing or Hartree-Fock-Bogoliubov cal-
culations in open or poorly closed shells are theoretically far
less reliable than mean-field results for well-closed shells.

A second criterion requires that the deformation energy sur-
face have a sharp, deep minimum at the equilibrium configuration.
Otherwise, zero-point motion in the deformation coordinate will
produce significant admixtures of additional components into the
nuclear wave function, substantially altering it from the mean-
field prediction. For subsequent reference. Fig. 1 shows energy-
of-deformation curves for 1 60, "0Ca, lt8Ca and 5lVa. Clearly, a
single configuration at the minimum of *°Ca or '''Ca provides a
good description of these nuclei. Already 51Va is sufficiently
"soft" with respect to deformations that one must begin to wonder
whether a mean field or Hartree-Fock (HF) calculation is adequate.
Finally, for 1 60, it is obvious,that deformed admixtures must
play an important role in the proper theoretical description.
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Figure 1: Energy of deformation
curves for light nuclei.

Figure 2: Energy of deformation
curves for rotational nuclei.

Similarly, Fig. 2 displays energy-of-deformation curves for de-
formed nuclei which will be relevant to subsequent discussion of
the rotational model.

3. Comparisons With Experiment

3.1 Charge distributions from elastic electron scattering.

The most elementary and traditionally most common application
of electron scattering has been to determine the ground state charge
distribution of nuclei. In general, the systematic agreement be-
tween HF predictions and experimental measurements of rms radii of
nuclei near closed shells has been excellent, and the shapes of
closed shell nuclei such as l<0Ca, "8Ca, and 2OePb have been ac-
curately predicted theoretically. Isotope shifts show that the
mean field theory describes the core polarization adequately
for a restricted class of nuclei satisfying the validity criteria
and isotone shifts verify the predicted shapes of valence proton
orbitals in special cases. Details are given in refs. 1-3 and
presumably in the talks by Frois, Gogony and Rothaas. Hence I will
not belabor this topic except to note that most of the potentially
interesting experiments have now been done, and I believe that
continued investigation of ground state densities does not offer
much hope for additional insight into nuclear structure.
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3.2 Transition densities to excited states

If theorist's talents are limited in the microscopic treat-
ment of ground states, they are paltry indeed when it comes to ex-
cited states. Lacking a general systematic theory, it is neces-
sary to resort piecemeal to particular models in individual
cases. In very special cases, such as in the Lead region,
single-particle states are quantitatively useful. The most
systematic theory for r;any applications is the random phase (RPA)
approximation to the linear response function,*° which describes
the particle-hole excitations induced by the action of an external
potential on the ground state wave function and is applicable to
a very limited set of collective excited states. The rotational
and vibrational models yield reasonable zeroth order approximations
for specific states in special nuclei, but no systematic hierarchy
of corrections in terms of the nuclear interaction has been applied
to these models. Transitional nuclei in certain regions may be
adequately described by the interacting boson model," although a
full microscopic understanding of this theory has yet to be developed.

Thus, the prospects for future theoretical and experimental
investigation in this area are exceedingly rich. The key issue
experimentally, given the sorry state of theory, is to conceive
of experiments which either produce an instructive model-independent
result or alternatively provide a stringent, definitive test of
the relevant theory.

3.3 Neutron distributions

Just as determining the shapes and radii of charge dis-
tributions has always had a fundamental appeal, it is clearly of
great interest to determine neutron distributions. Theoretically,
one obviously expects the mean-field theory to predict neutron
densities just as accurately as proton densities in nuclei for
which it is applicable. Indeed, it is exceedingly difficult to
imagine how a self-consistent theory, in which each nucleon is
influenced by every other nucleon, could possibly systematically
produce correct proton distributions while generating incorrect
neutron distributions. At present, the most reliable systematic
measurements of neutron radii arise from high energy proton
scattering and confirm the mean-field predictions." Table I _ ,.~
taken from ref. 12 compares the measured values of <rn

2>1'2-<rp > ' ,
which are accurate to roughly 0.05 fm, with the range of pre-
dictions of mean-field calculations. With the exception of the
value 0.08 fm for 208Pb extracted from the 1.0 GeV Gachina data,
which disagrees with both the Saclay and LAMPF data, all the
results are completely consistent with theory.

In this context, it is particularly interesting to consider
the theoretical issues involved in recent attempts to use mag-
netic scattering from nuclei containing odd nucleons to measure
the radii of valence nucleon orbitals.3"15
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Table I: Differences between neutron and proton rms radii deter-
mined from proton scattering at three energies compared with mean-
field predictions.

NUCLEUS

1 6 0

*°Ca

*8Ca

9o 2 r

ll*Sn

2 0 8p b

1.05 GeV

-0.002

-0.04

-0.04

-0.03

-0.03

0.19

0.16

0.17

0.21

' 0.21

1.0 GeV

-0.07

0.21

0.13

0.08

0.8 GeV

0.19

0.09

0.13

0.22

0.21

0.18

THEORY

-(0.02-0.03)

-(0.04-0.05)

0.18-0.23

0.07-0.12

0.12

0.21

0.20-0.23

Backward angle high g elastic scattering at Saclay on 87Sr
and 93Nb has explored the gjj/2 single-particle wave function for
a neutron hole^^ and a proton particle. 5 In the single-particle
model for a state with j = 2 + 1/2, the orbital current does not
contribute to the highest multipole, so the pentakosiadodekapole
transition directly measures the J9 Bessel transform of the spin
density of the gg/2 nucleon in each case. Since knowledge of the
form factor in the limited region for which M9 dominates is
insufficient to reconstruct the shape of the radial wave function,
the most model-independent comparison of the two gg/2 wavefunctions
is obtained by assuming that the proton and neutron orbitals have
the same basic shape and differ only slightly in radial scale.
Assuming Rp(r) = Rn(6r)B^'

2 yields the excellent agreement shown
in the left-hand portion of Fig. 3 for the compression factor
6 = 0.954 ± .006. I 3 When corrected for binding energy effects,
the inferred ratio of neutron radius to proton radius of B* = 0.962
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Figure 3: Magnetic cross sections from nuclei with odd gg/2
nucleons. The left pane1, shows M9 cross sections as a function
of g for 9 3Nb and cross sections for a 7Sr on a scale compressed
by the factor 3. The right panel shows a mean field theory pre-
diction (dashed line), a Woods-Saxon fit (solid line) and ex-
perimental data as a function of effective momentum transfer.

is reasonably consistent with mean-field values of 0.98 to 1.00,
and grossly inconsistent with the degree to which neutron radii
should be systematically decreased below mean-field predictions
to resolve the Nolen Schiffer Coulomb energy anomaly.

The right panel of Fiq. 3 shows that the direct comparison
with experiment of the single-particle mean-field prediction for
neutrons is unsatisfactory. The essential issues raised by this
comparison are whether there exist nuclear structure corrections
to this extremely simplistic single-particle interpretation, whet-
her there exist significant exchange current corrections, and if
either correction is sizeable, whether the correction cancels
out of the 87Sr-93Nb ratio. Similar disagreement between the
mean-field theory and experiment arises in 51V as shown by the
solid HF curve in Fig. 4, where in first approximation the mag-
netic scattering is viewed as arising from scattering from an odd
^7/2 Photon.14 The nuclear structure question remains unanswered,
although both the soft energy-of-deformation curve for 51V in Fig.
1 and general uneasiness about the role of configuration mixing
raise many doubts. However, recently John Dubach has demonstrated
the significant role of exchange currents in the M-7 form factor
for S1V.
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\*\ may be written:

Following the notation of ref. 17, the magnetic form factor

where the prime on F1 indicates that c m . and. nucleon form factor
corrections are omitted. The two-body exchange current, ̂ THil^^
is comprised of three components calculated from the low- ^
est order non-relativistic reduction of the pion, pair, and iso-
bar graphs in Eg. 1. Expressions for the first two currents are
given in eqs. 2.13 and 2.28 of ref. 17 respectively, the isobar
current is taken from ref. 18, and all three currents are purely
isovector in the present approximation.

For the case in which S1V is described as having three
protons in spherical f7/2 orbitals, the matrix element of the
current operator is 16

PfcOTOM
I-BOO*

FfeJ
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The first term is the conventional proton contribution through
the one-body current. The next term is the core contribution
of all the Is, 2s, lp and Id closed £ shells. The last two terms
represent the valence particle contributions and only the isobar
current connects the T2 = 1 state to the T21 = 1 state in the
second of these valence contributions.

\ t:

If

Figure 4: Magnetic form factor
squared for V compared with
uncorrected mean field theory
prediction (solid curve) and
including exchange current
corrections (dashed curve).

Fiqrure 5: Individual M7 con-
tributions to the " V form
factor as described in text.

The relative size of each of these M7 contributions to F'(q)
using H.O. wave functions adjusted to the experimental rms charge
radius is indicated in Fig. 5, where positive terms are denoted
by solid curves and negative values are indicated by dashed
curves. The curves are not mutually exclusive in the sense that
the pair'curve, for example, indicates the total contribution
of the pair current to the core and valence terms and similarly
the valence curve denotes the sum of the -n, pair, and A currents
to the valence terms. As expected from the general behavior of
exchange currents, the pair contribution to the core term pro-
vides the bulk of the total result.
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sL'
p. In the context of this model, measurement of form factors for
';•-. all transitions within the rotational band generated by XR a*~
f.l lows the determination of all multiplies of the intrinsic density
I, distribution and hence unique determination of the shape of the
\'~ intrinsic state.

\{ A microscopic theory of rotational nuclei requires both a
•. |f theory of the intrinsic state X R and a systematic expansion for

;.. the terms omitted in the intrinsic state approximation. At
%: present, microscopic calculations have only approximated the in-
'?: trinsic state in the mean-field approximation. Thus, in com-
W. paring HF predictions with experiment, it is necessary to con-
:':-• sider a variety of different approximations which may break down:

\; i) The calculation of electron scattering in distorted
wave impulse approximation neglecting dispersion corrections

-:. may be inadequate.
"- ii) The form factor for a 0 •* J+ transition obtained by
'/.' projecting the Y J O multipole of the intrinsic density may dif-
?• fer from the form factor obtained by projecting states of an-
;. gular momentum 0 and J from the HF wave function. Fortunately,
; this discrepancy is of order 1/<J2>, and in the rare earths,
.' explicit calculations for Gd, Er, and Yb yield corrections of
X at most 10% in the cross sections.20

iii) The intrinsic state description may break down. That
is, eq. 4 must be replaced by a superposition of several dif-
ferent X R ' S , and no single component dominates the result.

r iv) Although a single X R is adequate, it may not be de-
scribed by a single determinant. In the energy of deformation

'•; curves in Fig. 2, for example, it is clear that 1 5 0Nd and 1 S 2Sm
1 are sufficiently soft with respect to quadrupole deformations
; that a single determinant at the minimum will not adequately

represent the total wave functions.
v) Even if a single determinant for x K is adequate, the

effective interaction used in the HF calculation may be so bad
that it gives the wrong determinant.

In analyzing experiments, it is tempting to consider only
the fifth possibility. One subconsciously wants a single in-
trinsic determinant analyzed in DKBA to be adequate because the
alternatives are so unpleasant. Furthermore, it is easy (al-
though expensive) to simply calculate with lots of different

; forces and conclude that brand X is good whereas brand Y is bad.
From my own theoretical perspective, it seems reasonable to me
that a physically motivated effective interaction which works
well systematically for a broad range of spherical nuclei should
be equally successful for any rotational nuclei for which a single
determinantal intrinsic state is valid. . Hence, before getting
too involved in force hunting, it seems far more productive to
investigate other possible origins of systematic discrepancies.
From a fundamental point of view as well, it is clearly appealing
to make unambiguous, definitive statements about the range of
validity of the rotational model, rather than simply pinning
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down fine details of phenomenological parameters in effective
interactions. This goal will motivate the subsequent discussion
of recent data on rotational nuclei.
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Figure 6: Contour plots of intrinsic state proton and neutron
densities calculated in the mean field approximation. The den-
sity contours are in increments of 0.005 fm~3, the labels denote
the density multiplied by 100, and r and z are in fm.

Figure 6 displays contour plots of intrinsic state density
distributions calculated in the r.ean-field approximation.21 It
is interesting to note that there are non-trivial hexadecapole
structure and shell fluctuation effects in these predictions, as
well as the gross guadrupole deformations, and it remains an
important open question to determine just how much of this struc-
ture can be unambiguously extracted from experimental data.

3.4.1 Charge scattering

At sufficiently forward angles, transverse contributions may
be made negligible and only Coulomb multipoles need be considered.
The conceptually simplest case is ground state band transitions
in even-even nuclei.

"
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The total effect of all exchange contributions calculated
with H.O. wave functions added to the original one body proton
term calculated from the HF wave function is shown by the dashed
curve in Fig. 4. We note that most of the discrepancy between
theory and experiment is thus removed by inclusion of exchange
corrections. Although the nuclear structure effects must also
be carefully investigated, at least it is clear that ex-
change currents cannot be ignored in the analysis of magnetic
scattering from odd nuclei.

The structure of the matrix elements of the Tg*6 current
operators in e7Sr and 93Nb is similar to that of eg. 3 if one
views 87Sr as having 2 P1/2 proton holes and a gg/2 neutron
hole and describes 93Nb with one gg/2 proton particle and 2 gy/2
neutron particles. The core terms in 87Sr and 93Nb are of op-
posite sign and thus in both cases increase the magnitude of
the form factor. The valence tsrms, however, are totally different
in the two cases, involving different angular momentum and co-
efficient of fractional percentage algebra and the isospin re-
striction that only the isobar current contributes for the 87Sr
valence terms. Thus, although we may expect an overall in-
crease in both form factors of roughly the same order of mag-
nitude as obtained in 5lV, the fractional corrections need not
be identical and may thus affect the inferred ratio of proton
to neutron rats radii.

3.4 Rotational Nuclei

The problem of adequately describing nuclear shapes is,
in general, quite elusive. Classically, we find it very natural
to think of a water drop as being spherical, deformed into a
prolate or oblate spheroid, pear shaped, or distorted into a
dumbell. This manner of visualizing objects, however, arises
from the great ease with which our eyes can perform nulti-photon
coincidence measurements. Statements about shapes necessarily
imply information about multi-particle correlations. Thus, out-
side of the context of very specific models, meaningful discussion
of nuclear shapes in principle necessitates prohibitively com-
plicated coincidence experiments.

Within its domain of validity, the rotational model is there-
fore exceedingly powerful in allowing one to explore nuclear
shapes with practical experiments. In analogy with the wave
function for a diatomic molecule, the nucleus is described in terms
of an intrinsic state wave function XK having projection K of the
angular momentum along the axis of axial symmetry.

* D it) X M + (-•)"
I+K
)

(4)D #) -1*
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Figure 7: Experimental values of o/"Mo^t for ground state ro-
tational bands compared with various mean-field theory cal-
culations.
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Ground State Band Transitions in Even-Even Rotators

Figure 7 compares mean-field predictions for ^jjNd, 1Hsm
1llEr ''JJYb and 218U with experimental measurements of cross sec-'
tions for transitions within the ground state band.22-24 The
obvious question raised by this figure is what, if anything, we
learn about the validity of the mean-field theory, the rotational
model, and various effective interactions. Although no totally
unambiguous conclusions- can yet be made, some distinct trends in
the agreement between theory and experiment are extremely sug-
gestive of what I believe to be the underlying physics. Looking
at the two extremes of the periodic table, we observe that the DME
mean field predictions25, which I will regard as the most realistic
calculations, are in very poor agreement with the 150Nd data but
in excellent agreement with the 238U data. Now, 2 3 8U is a much
better rotator than l50Nd, its energy of deformation curve in Fig.
2 is much deeper and narrower, <J2> is much larger, and the col-
lective mass for zero point quadrupole oscillations is larger. Thus,
every criterion for the validity of a single deformed intrinsic de-
terminantal wave function is satisfied better in 2 3 8U than in 150Nd.
The fact that for the single nucleus in the entire set which best
satisfies the validity criteria, the DME yields excellent agree-
ment for the 0 , 2 , 4 + and 6+ transitions strongly suggests that
the effective interaction is quite adequate in describing in-
trinsic states when they are really applicable. It appears quite
plausible, therefore, that discrepancies in other nuclei result
from the breakdown of some aspect of the approximation by a single
intrinsic state.

Referring again to the energy of deformation curves in Fig. 2,
one would expect 152Sm to also be poorly described by a single
determinant, and this expectation is confirmed by the poor agree-
ment for 4 + and 6+ transitions in Fig. 7. Mean-field predictions
for the good rare earth rotators, 156Gd, 1S6Er and 1T6Yb yield
agreement intermediate between the extremely poor results for
lSoNd and 1S2Sm and the excellent 238U results. Thus, it appears
likely that the validity criteria are moderately well, but not
completely, satisfied. In particular, it is plausible that ap-
proximation in terms of a single XR may be quite accurate, as
suggested by rotational properties, but that XR is not very ac-
curately represented by a single determinant. Going from the
rare earths to 238U would greatly improve the accuracy, since the
fractional change in deformation due to zero-point motion would
be expected on the basis of Fig. 2 to be much smaller. Since
these arguments are at best suggestive, we now turn to other
data for complementary information.

Transitions to Vibrational States

In addition to the previous ground state band transitions,
transitions have also been analyzed to states interpreted as ro-
tational bands built on one phonon excited states. In the vibra-
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tional model, one considers a small amplitude variation in the
nuclear radius.

(5)

and thus relates transition densities to appropriate derivatives
of the intrinsic state density distribution. The amplitude is
not predicted by the theory, so the only test is the shape of
the form factors. Clearly, definitive conclusions regarding the
intrinsic state density require simultaneous validity of both
the rotational and vibrational approximations.

,0-i

HARTHEE- FOCK

2* Gamma Vib

riaiK j-au

I I 1 I I I I I I I I
1.2 1.6 2.0
Q,n»m-'J

OcTupote Vibration

BEI • 7.50 •* fm*
063 • 5 . 8 0 . 10* o* rm*
BE5 - 4 38 « . 'O't ' fm*

IIarcrc«-,ock

1.6 2.0
Itll

Figure 8: Transition to 2 gamma
vibrational state in " 6Er com-
pared with mean-field theory pre-
diction.

Figure 9: Transitions to the
octupole band in z38u com-
pared with mean-field theory
predictions.

Figures 8 and 9 compare mean-field predictions with experimental
measurements for transitions to vibrational states in 1 S 6Er 2 2 and
2 3 8U. 2 6 The gamma vibration corresponds to a Y22 deformation in
eq. 5, and the dominant contribution to the form factor arises
from 9/3r pp(r). Since the 0 transition in 166Er was well de-
scribed by the mean-field theory in Fig. 7, and the overall nor-
malization is undetermined, it is not surprising that the pre-
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: dieted transition to the gamma vibration in Fig. 8 agrees well

W\ with experiment. A more stringent test of the theory is provided
. |v by the three states in the 23BD octupole band shown in Fig. 9.
W\ These states are all built on a Y-*o deformation in eq. 5 and the
?|,l relative normalizations of any two • transitions to the third are
fcg uniquely determined by the intrinsic density. Thus, the superb
V% agreement between theory and experiment in Fig. 9 provides
'•/% strong independent substantiation for the validity of a single
fjl determinantal intrinsic state and the HF calculation of this in-

\ -J-! trinsic state.

fV, Ground State Band Transitions in Odd Rotational Nuclei

't^t- For even-even nuclei with K=0, the cross section for the
f," 0 •+ L transition in the rotational model is directly proportional
$.•?• to the form factor Fj,(q) generated by the L t n multipole of the in-
g'; trinsic state density. For K ?* 0 as in odd nuclei, the wave
'0: function in eq. 4 yields the following expressions for the tran-
f|- sition from X± to If:

" . • •

Thus for the case of 1 G 7 E r , which has a K = 7/2 intrinsic state,
transitions to the 7/2, 9/2, and 11^2 and higher states £n the ground :
state band are simply given by particular linear combinations of f
four F T Z I S . By angular momentum selection rules, there will in |;
general be K + 1/2 non zero terms in eq. (6) . [•

The simplest comparison with theory is obtained by directly ;-'-
comparing cross sections with the appropriate linear combinations I?
of mean-field F L

2 ' s . Figure 10 displays the results of such a jl
comparison for three rare earth K = 7/2 nuclei. 2 7 The general !"'"
features are similar to those of 1 5 6Gd, l 6 6 E r , and l 7 6 Y b in Fig. ;
7: the transitions to the ground state and low lying states are ; :
quite accurately predicted and significant discrepancies arise L.;
in higher multipoles. •--.'

In order to examine these results in more detail, it is use- K
ful to explicitly write out eq. 6 as a matrix equation. For a "̂
given q with 1^ = K = 7/2, eq. 6 has the structure

where S is a column vector of values of 07/2 •* lp/CTMott' I is a
column vector of values of FL

2, and C is a matrix of squares of
the Clebsch Gordon coefficients |<7/2 7/2;L O If7/2>|

2. The
first ten rows and columns of the matrix C are tabulated to
several significant figures below, with the convention that ele-
ments vanishing by selection rules are denoted by a dash:
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'S7/2

S9/2

Sll/2

S13/2

S15/2

S17/2

S19/2
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S23/2
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-

-

-

-

-
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-

-
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-
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-

-

-
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-

-

-

-

.002
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-

-

-
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.009
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.28
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-

-

-

-

.001
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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> ;

From the structure of this matrix, several important conclusions
emerge. If the first seven S's are measured, then the first seven
I's are uniquely defined by eq. 7 and may be obtained by simply in-
verting the 7x7 submatrix of C. Thus, measuring all transitions
7/2 -»• 7/2, 7/2 + 9/2 through 7/2 + 19/2 uniquely specifies Fo, P2,
••* F^2« If o n e measures, in addition, the 21/2 transition, then
Pl4 is determined. However, given this information, the ninth
row of eq. 7 uniquely specifies what the 7/2 •*• 23/2 transition must
be. Thus the system of equations becomes overdetermined if nin->
transitions can be measured, thereby affording an absolute test of
the rotational model. For K = 7/2, unfortunately, no smaller
number of form factors suffices, rendering such a test impractical.
However K = 5/2 and 3/2 states require only 7 and 5 terms re-
spectively to be overdetermined, and may therefore eventually pro-
vide interesting tests.

Although no less than nine form factors overdetermine the
system, it is still possible to perform non-trivial tests of the
rotational model with fewer transitions. If seven S's are known,
eq. 7 may be inverted to uniquely specify the I's. For any set
of seven transitions, whether the nucleus is a good or bad rotator,
seven I's are thereby determined, just as seven multipoles of an
intrinsic density could be formally defined from any spin zero
even even nucleus, irrespective of whether it is a good rotator.
Unlike the even-even case, however, the rotational model requires
that all the Ij's be positive, since they correspond to the squares
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Figure 10: Experimental values of >^cr/aMott for ground state ro-
tational bands in three K = 7/2 nuclei compared with mean-field
theory calculations.

of the FL's in e<j. 6. Thus, one has a non-trivial consistency
test whereby one may absolutely diagnose the breakdown of the
rotational model by obtaining negative values of 1^.

One may, in fact, go even further and compare the values of
FL extracted from

 167Er with those measured in 1$6Er. In the
limit in which one ignores the polarization of the protons by the
odd neutron in I67Er, the F's should be identical, and some idea
of the magnitude of the polarization may be obtained from cor-
responding mean-field calculations.

The first hint that the FL's extracted from
 167Er and 166Er

may be similar arises from the direct comparisons with HF results
in Figs. 7 and 10. From Fig. 7, mean field values for Fo, Fj,
and F4 are seen to be quite accurate, whereas F6 shows serious
disagreement. From the values of C in eq. 7, it is clear that the
first three rows are totally insensitive to Fg so that the 7/2, 9/2
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and 11/2 transitions should agree well with HF. Although the 13/2
transition samples FJ and F6 equally, F* is sufficiently larger
than Fg that one again expects reasonable agreement. The 15/2
transition, however, is dominated by F6 so the mean-field theory
should produce much too small a cross section, as is in fact the
case in Fig. 10.

More quantitative comparisons of 1S7Er and 16SEr are pro-
vided in Fig. 11. To actually utilize eg. 7 in practice, it is
necessary to treat carefully the errors in the experimental
data and to overcome the problem that one does not have data for
all seven transitions. Whereas all the C's in eq. 8 are positive,
the matrix elements of C"1 alternate in sign and are of comparable
magnitude. For example:

V
(9)

- O.Ot S...

ti' Hence, a linear error analysis yields much larger fractional er-
i rors in the I's than in the original experimental data. Since the
' - unmeasured cross sections enter with reasonably small coefficients,
f'.j one may obtain useful bounds on the values of the I's by simply
:/: putting bounds on the unmeasured cross sections. In the present
I' preliminary analysis, I have been extremely conservative and
[V simply taken the magnitude of the smallest measured cross sec-
\ . tion at a given q as a generous bound on all the unmeasured cross
' sections.

: Consider first the CO graph for Erbium. The crosses show
« : the ratio of the actual experimental F O

J in J 6 sEr to a best fit
) , to these data. The circles denote the ratio of I o (defined as
; F o

2) calculated from all the measured S*s in 1 S 7Er to the same
reference fit. The agreement between the crosses and circles then
demonstrates great similarity in F o and thus p o in the two Erbium
isotopes. The dashed and solid curves denote the ratio of mean
field predictions for J S 6Er and 1 6 7Er to the reference fit and
ideally should agree with the crosses and circles respectively.
The overall picture for this lowest multipole is quite satisfac-
tory: the form factors from l 6 7Er and ls*Er are generally con-
sistent with each other and with theory at the 10% level and the sign
and overall magnitude of the predicted polarization is consistent
with the data. The general features of the F2's are seen to be
similar. Extraction of I4 and Ig is somewhat more difficult. In
this first place, as seen in eq. 9, errors are amplified con-
siderably, rendering definitive comparison difficult. In ad-
dition, in preliminary analyses of these and other data, a sig-
nificant number of I's arose which were negative by more than one
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|: standard deviation. Since such results are exceedingly sensitive
ftl to even small contributions from target contaminants, it is too
|i; early to say whether one has diagnosed a genuine breakdown of
iK the rotational model, and for this reason some low g data are not
I-,- displayed for high multipoles. At present, we can only conclude
; that there are no major statistically meaningful discrepancies
;•".;, between the F. and F§ form factors extracted from these two com-
\; panion nuclei.
I
| Results of an analogous analysis for 17SLu and l7ltYb are al-
-'- so presented in Fig. 11. In this case, the Yb data are not shown
' since the reference curve was defined to pass directly through

them. (Unfortunately the ¥b experimental errors are thus sup-
: pressed.) From the mean-field calculations, it is clear that the

effect of the extra proton is not very significant, and the over-
V. all agreement is rather similar to that for the Erbium isotopes.

f- Looking forward to the future when the errors are ultimately
V reduced, it will be extremely instructive not only to see if one
!•:.' h»s genuinely negative values, but also to see whether the
i discrepancy in the F's is systematically larger than can be at-
":;, tributed to polarization. Such a discrepancy could arise, for
: example, from the differences in the way an electromagnetic oper-
i: ator can connect Coriolis induced K admixtures in even-even and

odd-even transitions. Preliminary estimates" show that because
of angular momentum restrictions, K mixing contributes much more
strongly to transition in odd nuclei than in 0+ even-even nuclei
and that the ratios presented in Fig. 10 may therefore provide
useful limits on the magnitude of such admixtures.

3.4.2 Magnetic Scattering

We have already considered in section 3.3 the utility of
magnetic scattering in probing the spatial distribution of the un-
paired particle in an odd nucleus. In rotational nuclei, one
would also hope to investigate the electromagnetic current dis-
tribution in the core. Unfortunately, however, the core and
single-particle contributions get considerably entangled, ren-
dering analysis somewhat complicated.

Expanding projected HF wave functions in powers of 1/<JJ.2>
as before for even-even rotation,20 the matrix element of
the electromagnetic current operator may be written approximately
as follows29

I-

i , + ' " • " . - . * COUmcTW* CORE M . t .

p.
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where p = 0 for Coulomb multipoles, p = 1 for transverse mul-
tipoles, and the collective core matrix elements involve in-
trinsic matrix elements of T^ J_, T ^ J+ and T£ J V

Z•

In the filling approximation, in which the HF core is con-
strained to be time-reversal even, only the odd nucleon con-
tributes to the zeroeth order (ie, independent of 1/<JJ.Z>) trans-
verse magnetic multipoles. The first term in the brackets is
largest for X=0 and the second term contributes only for mul-
tipoles 2K and greater. Thus, for elastic scattering from
'"Ta which has K = 7/2, the valence proton contributions should
be dominant for Ml and M7. If the odd particle is permitted to
polarize'the core/ the polarization contribution should enter
most strongly in these multipoles. The collective core current
terms are first order in l/<Jl> and describe the leading order
contribution of the current distribution of the rotating core.

Specializing eg. 10 to the case of Ml transitions in the
long wavelength limit, the magnetic dipole moment attains the
familiar form

M.

where

(!•») (11)

arises from the zeroth order term in brackets and

i-

comes from the collective core terms. Values of g^
l l t d ith HF f t i i th filli

and u
3

comes from the collective core terms. Values of g^, g% and u
calculated with HF wavefunctions in the filling approximation30
are compared with experimental magnetic moments and values of gR
and gK extracted from Ml transitions

1^ in Table II.

Table II
Theoretical HF values of gK, gR and i
results (in parentheses)

compared with experimental

Nucleus
I65Ho
ii7 E r

175Lu
'"Ta

9K
1.58(1.
-.43(-.
.37( .
.37( .

35)
26)

73)
78)

g
.36(

.37(

.36(

.36(

R
.43)
.18)
.31)
.29)

V
4.57(4.10)
-.89(-.56)

1.29(2.23)
1.30(2.36)
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Thus, we observe sizeable discrepancies in the filling ap-
proximation, even for static moments. The chief culprit ap-
pears to be gK, which systematically requires the assumption of
significant spin polarization of the core to reduce the effective
strength of the spin g-factor by roughly one-half. This raises
the very interesting theoretical challenge of microscopically
calculating the core spin polarization.

i''"'. Turning now to finite momentum transfer, preliminary mag-
\;.' netic scattering data in 1§1Ta is compared with HF predictions
:'", in Pig. 12. Here, only the zeroth-order single-particle con-
L". tributions have been calculated in the filling approximation.30

?,• For elastic scattering, the single particle prediction in a
.; spherical harmonic oscillator model is also shown to emphasize
;' how different the rotational prediction is. As discussed in con-
j . nection with Eq. 10, the Ml and M7 multipoles clearly dominate,
\s\ and one has good qualitative agreement between theory and ex-
./* periment for all three measured transitions. Although, ex-
'•' ploration of transverse contributions in rotational nuclei has
;• barely begun, these preliminary studies suggest excellent pros-
r pects for future fruitful investigations.

; 3.5 Oxygen Isotopes

f-: The Oxygen isotopes provide an excellent starting point for
£{; one's first tentative steps away from the security of spherical
{\ single-particle nuclei toward the harsh realities of most of the
;y periodic table. Simple-minded shell model ideas yield reasonable
;$j first approximations to liO and 1 7O: spherical mean-field cal-
£'-'; culations yield satisfactory density distributions, the 1 7O static
jh magnetic dipole moment of -1.894 is close to the Schmidt limit of
t \ -1.913, and (d,p) reactions yield a spectroscopic factor of 0.9
•>'.."•;' for the d5/2 single-particle component in 1 7 O . 3 1

* ' However, it has long been known that a detailed description
;: : of these nuclei must be much more complicated. Deformed components
'•'•} in the wave functions3^ are required to reconcile a variety of
' reaction data and are strongly suggested by the energy of de-

- ' formation curve in Fig. 1. Thus, one may hope for valuable insight
. into the structure of these isotopes from a systematic exploration

of all available Coulomb and transverse form factors. I will thus
briefly mention recent results from MIT which at least dramatize
some of the present structure problems.

; The relative polarization of the 16O proton core by the ad-
''"'• dition of one and two neutrons is indicated by the comparison of

L = 0 charge form factors in Fig. 13. For 1 7O, C o is extracted
"•'•• from the experimental data in the context of a specific model33

and the ratios of squares of C Q form factors for
 17O and I eO to

those of l 60 are plotted in the figure. The essential point is
.' that the polarization due to two neutrons is much larger than
' twice that arising from one. One thus has a very pronounced non-
f linear effect, quite possibly reflecting the fact that the I 8O
, core can remain roughly spherical in the presence of a single
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valence nucleon but that two nucleons distort it into a much
more strongly deformed configuration.

More detailed information about the structure of I70 is pro-
vided by the elastic magnetic scattering data31 shown in Fig. 14.
The predictions of a simple harmonic oscillator d5/2 wave func-
tion with size parameter fitted to the rms radius are shown by
the dashed curves in each of the three panels. If one believes
the shape of the HO function, then the data clearly require sup-
pression of the M3 multipole and high-q enhancement of the M5
contribution.

As shown by the solid curve in (a), using a Hoods-Saxons wave
function instead of a HO function does not significantly alter the
discrepancy. The effect of shell model configuration mixing in
the 1 Pi/2» 2 si/2 and 1 £5/2 shells is shown by the solid curve
in (b) and yields only slight reduction in the M3 region.34 Cal-
culation of core polarization in a larger space3-5 .yields the dot-
dash curve in (c). In this case, one observes a much more sub-
stantial decrease in the H3 region, although the shape is still
incorrect. Very similar results are obtained by an approximate
mean-field calculation of the core polarization arising from inter-
actions of core nucleons with the valence' neutron.36 The further
addition of exchange current contributions yields the solid curve in
C. Although exchange currents slightly increase the form factor at
high q, one is still far from quantitative agreement.

Theoretically, investigatiqns in two alternative directions
appear worthwhile. Since the coupled-cluster theory9 provides the
roost promising formulation for practical microscopic open shell
calculations, it would be extremely interesting to calculate vtaq-
netic form factors for the recently reported 1?O wave functions.37
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Figure 14: Comparison of data with various theoretical cal-
culations for the '70 transverse form factor.

Alternatively, given the softness of the energy-of-deformation
surface, the generator-coordinate description of Oxygen isotopes
appears promising and is currently being investigated by P.
Hachenberg.

4. Conclusions and Acknowledgements

Experimental electromagnetic probes of nuclei have now ad-
vanced to the point of being able to measure vastly more data than
can presently be quantitatively understood by microscopic theory.
The simple applications of the mean field theory have been es-
sentially exhausted. What remains are exceedingly laborious
perturbation expansions for nuclear structure corrections and mes-
onic effects and a collection of individual models applicable to
various special cases. What is needed theoretically are more
powerful general techniques in many-body theory and microscopic
formulation of systematic corrections to models which empasize
only one specific, hopefully dominant, aspect of the structure
of a nucleus. For the experimentalists, the challenge remains to
select experiments which offer us poor theorists helpful insight
into nuclear structure, rather than simply inundating us with
raw data.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contributions of many
individuals who have communicated preliminary theoretical and
experimental results in advance of publication. John Dubach per-
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formed the exchange current calculations in s 'v and Stanley
Kowalski carried out the HF calculations and analysis of mag-
netic moments and form factors for odd rotators. Elvira Guerra
is responsible for the projected HF treatment of odd rotators
and she and 6. Bohannon contributed their preliminary results
for 17O magnetic scattering. Bill Bertozzi provided invaluable
contributions not only through extensive discussions of many as-
pects of the physics, but also by providing all of the unpublished
experimental data I have included. Finally, I am grateful to T.
Sasanuma for his efforts in preparing Figure 11.
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NEW NUCLEON FORM FACTOR RESULTS

V.H. Walther
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I. Introduction

The understanding of the hadronic structure of the nucleons
as well as the interactions in the nuclei is a fundamental problem
of strong interaction physics. A very successful method to study
the nucleons is the elastic scattering of relativistic electrons.
Such experiments have been performed for a long time. But new in
this field of physics is the better accuracy of the experimental
methods of today as well as the possibilities to calculate the
radiative corrections in the whole measured energy range by
uniform procedures. This led to new informations on the hadronic
structure and for the coupling mechanism between the pure electro-
p>agnetically interacting virtual photon and the strongly interacting
hadron.

The two nucleons are described by four form factors, which
are pure functions of q2, the squared four momentum transfer,
carried by the exchanged photon if all particles are on mass-shell.
The whole information on the structure of the nucleons Is obtained
completely by the q2 dependence of these form factors.

A physical interpretation of these form factors in terms of
spatial distributions of charge and magnetization is very proble-
matic. In the Breit system (q^ = q ) the form factors are intro-
duced as Fourier transforms of a charge density. One would like
to follow the same procedure for electron-nucleon scatterinq,
i.e., determine the Fourier transform of the measured form
factors (Gg(q ) and G.,(q̂ ) in three dimensional momentum space
to find spatial distributions of charge and magnetization inside
the nucleon. However, difficulties are caused by the recoiling
nucleon. It is no problem to define spatial density distributions
in three-dimensional space by choosing a coordinate system in which
the fourth component q0 = iAE of the four momentum transfer
vanishes. However, at large momentum transfer the recoiling nucleon
becomes relativistic and the motion of the nucleon during the
scattering process can no longer be neglected. The relation of
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three dimensional Fourier transforms to any real physical spatial
structure of the nucleon may have no usefulness. The cross sections
of the elastic electron-nucleon scattering for single photon
exchange are given by the Rosenbluth formula (see fig. 1) 1'. The
evaluation of the form factors from the cross sections occurs via
Rosenbluth plots, taken at fixed q2. Three types of plots are
also shown in fig. 1.

The two mostly used form factors GE(q ) and GM(q ), the
"Sachs" form factors 2> , are linear combinations of the formerly
used Dirac form factors F1, F2

= F, -4
4rr

F2(q
2)

restricted to GE p(q = 0) = 1, GMP(0) = up» GMJJ(O) = uK and
GEN(0) = 0. Using Gg and GJJ is of greater algebraic convenience
when extracting form factors from the Rosenbluth formula than
using F^ and F2, as the cross term Fx . F2 appears in the latter case.
In order to have well-defined quantum numbers for the t-channel
exchange (t = -qr, t < 0 in the physical, space-like region),
one has to consider the isoscalar and isovector combinations of
proton and neutron form factors

GiS(t> = 2 ( GiP + GiN ) ; Giv(t) = j(

with i = E,M for the electric and magnetic part. 1 = 0 exchanges
(u>,<|>) belong to Gg and 1 = 1 exchanges (p,p') to Gv.

The evaluation of the form factors from the cross sections
is based on the one-photon exchange approximation. One has
checked this assumption bv looking for differences in the cross
sections of e+ p and e~ p scattering at the same q2 and scatte-
ring angle 6. If one considers the two diagrams
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one sees that the amplitudes are ̂ a and a , so the cross section
of the second term can be neglected. But the interference term
has the opposite sign for positrons and electrons. The ratio of
the cross sections is

ffe-Sl-* + 4a

Contributions from more photon exchange processes should give
a deviation from R = 1 3> . Pig. 2 shows that the one photon
exchange is dominant at least up to 6(GeV/c)2.

13

0,1

Fig. 2: The ratio of cross section of e p and e~p scattering
at the same q2 and scattering angle 6, to check the
one-photon exchange assumption.
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The proton form factors Ggp, G^p as well as the magnetic form
factor GMN decrease with increasing a steadily towards asymptotic
values not significantly different from zero. This high q2 result
implies that the proton has no hard core. Two empirical "laws"
are often used to describe the q2 dependence. First the "scaling
law"

and the phenomenological "dipole fit" (name from a double pole
near the p mass)

G(q2) = V 1

q2 in (GeV/c)2 q2 in fm"2

1 (GeV/c)2 = 25.68 fm"2

which describes the form factors-in a convenient way with an .
accuracy of about 15%. At high q the dipole fit gives the 1/q
dependence, predicted by t?ie quark model, but on the othfir hand
it has no deeper physical meaning '.

II. Low q results for G__ and G_,,.T
tir £iJN

2
The advantage of low q measurements is that the data are

very sensitive for the determination of the rms radii of the
nucleons. The main difficulties in the measurements of absolute
cross sections at low q2 are the necessity to determine the norma-
lization with high accuracy. The main uncertainty in the norma-
lization arises from the target thickness.

With the experimental facilities of the 350 MeV electron
linear accelerator of the University of Mainz we have measured
absolute cross sections at low q values up to 4.7 fm"2 at angles
from 28° to 160° . The measurements were performed with liquid
hydrogen and deuterium targets. We have used two magnetic spec-
trometers - the first is a conventional 180° spectrometer, which
may be set to different scattering angles and the second one is
mounted at a fixed scattering angle of 28°. To use p. second spec-
trometer was important in such experiments with liquid gas because
of the fluctuations of target thickness, mainly due to beam
heating ' ) . Furthermore, we have used a highpressure gas target.
In figs. 3, 4 , 5 we shows the gas target cell as well as the
local gas-density dependence from the mean beam current, from
the pulse width and from the repetition rate of the electron beair.
The gas density was known with an accuracy of 0.05%. With this
system we have measured absolute cross sections with a normaliza-
tion error of smaller than 1% " ) .
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copper pipe

top

cell wall

bottom

Fig. 3: The layout of the pressure gas-target cell. The cell
wall is 250 + 2ym, the pressure up to 17 bar, the diffu-
sion rate per year less than 1.5%, the uncertainty in
pressure dp/p and in the temperature dT/T is 0.02%.

1.01-

1 2 3
pulse width in (isec

40 60 B0
repetition rate h sec

Fig. 5: The local density as a function of trie pulse width and
the repetition rate of the electron beam. The mean
beam current was constant.
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current for *H, D and "°Ar, The results of Ar a
used in the discussion of this paper.
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The nucleon radii are determined from the slope of the q
dependence of the form factors at the photon point q2 = 0.

< r E,M

Usually one determines the slope by any analytical description of
the form factors up to q2 = 0. This procedure is sensitive to the
analytical ansatz and, therefore, model dependent. This resulted
in numerous discrepancies in the radii during the last ten years.
In our analysis we used a Taylor expansion around q2 = 0.

GB(q
2) = Z 2n

n=0

noticeable G. (q2 = 0) 1.
-j

-Such a polynomial fit is restricted by the q range up to
2 fm~ because of the threshold in the time like region -q2 =
(2m) . A straight-line fit (n = 1) can only be used up to
0.3 fm~2 if the statistical error is larger than 0.5%". For
higher q2 range and/or a smaller statistical error ones has to
take into account higher terms of the polynomial (n > 1).

The present analysis of the
which have been measured at Mainz

data up
O.rsav

.to q2 = 1.4 fm~2

°> and Saskatoon '
are plotted in fig. 6. The upper limit of the q2 interval was
chosen so that the q" term of the polynomia.1 contributed, in any
case less than 0.3% to the form factor. From the best-fit value
the proton rms radius was calculated as <r2 _ > = 0.862 + 0.012 fin.

CM,!? —

We have also measured the elastic e-d scattering cross
section relative to that of e-p scattering. This relative measure-
ment leads to the expression

2 2 (<*2)

G E p(a
2)

C E(q ) is the wave-function part of the deuteron and R(q 2) the
"relativistic correction term.

In the very low q 2 region (q2 < 1 fm~ 2) we can write this expression
as a polynomial of q 2.

R( q < e d | = _M_ ( q2)
ff(ep) Gpp l lJ ' b k ^
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Fig. 6: The proton electric form factor GEp as a function of q .
The solid line is the best fit with a polynomial ansatz.

We measure with <Ja/op the coefficient of q . Near the photon
point q2 = 0 we know the proton form factor GEp from the e-p
scattering and the slope of GEN from scattering of thermal neutrons
on atomic electrons.

0.0193 + 0.0004 fm2 (Kro R 66) 1 0 )

2 _ 0 0.0189 + 0.0004 fm2 (Kro R 73)

0.0199 + 0.0003 fm2 (Koe N 76)

The analysis of the data together with those of Monterey
gives the rms radius of the deuteron

rd = 1.9625 + 0.0047 fm

The error contains the experimental error from oA/v and from
dG/dq2. y

Furthermore, we have calculated CE(q ) using well probed
deuteron potentials like the Hamada-Johnston 12' or the Reid
soft (or hard ) JI core potentials. Then the elastic relative
measurement o-^/Op can be used to evaluate the q2 dependence
of GpN (q

2) = 2GES - GEP. The results are shown in fig. 7. The
solid line is not a best fit to the experimental points, it is a
calculated description with the dispersion relation, discussed
in the next section of this paper.
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III. Summary of experimental data

The best information on the hadronic structure of the nucleon
is the general description of all e-p and e-d scattering data in
the whole q2 range. Therefore, we have .analysed all data since 1965
in respect of the same radiative corrections. Furthermore, it was
necessary to take into account the different normalizations in
respect of the normalization error for the different data sets of
each laboratory 1 4 ). We present the data in figs. 8 and 9 for
Gj;p and Gup, respectively. In the whole q2 range one sees signi-
ficant deviations from the often used phenomenological dipole
fit, especially for high but also for low q2, respectively.
Furthermore, one sees deviations from the scaling law, especially
at high q2.

IV. Analysis of nucleon form factors

The main appraoch to a physical understanding of the form
factors is based on dispersion relations. In this approach the
form factors are assumed to be analytic functions in the entire
t-plane, where t is the negative squared four-momentum transfer.
The form factors at space-like momentum transfer, i.e., the region
which is accesible to electron-nucleon scattering, are expressed
as integrals over the imaginary part of the form factor (the
spectral function) in the time-like region.

G(t) = ± Im G(t')
t1 - t

dt1

The extrapolation of the experimental form factors to the time-
like region (t > 0) of momentum transfer has been carried out
by means of the conformal transformation technique *5) .

Physically, the spectral function is closely related to the
mass spectrum of strongly interacting systems of spin and
parity 1~, baryon number and strangeness zero and of appropriate
isotopic spin. The threshold to is 4m2- for the isovector,9m^ for
the isoscalar intermediate states. From the vector dominance we
expect the spectral function to have peaks at the positions of the
vector mesons of strangeness zero.

One tries to determine the spectral function Im G(t) in two
ways: either by analytical continuation from the experimental data
in the physical region q2 = -t > 0 alone or by using in addition
extended unitarity and other experimental data. In the case of the
isosralar form factor, we can describe the form factors only by the
known meson resonances, and we have found no evidence for any
contribution of a non-resonant three pion state.
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SO 100

Pig. 8s The ratio GEp/G^pole versus q . The solid and dashed
lines are thebest dispersion relation fits. Data from
ref. 14.

so no

Fig. 9: The same as in fig. 8, but for
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Fig. 10: The spectral function divided by t . The hatched region
shows the uncertainty in the extrapolation of the
experimental values of the space-like region into the
time-like region. The dotted line is taken from pion-
nucleon scattering amplitudes in higher order of pertur-
bation-theory, the solid line is the final calculated
function l5'.

However, the spectral function of the isovector form
factor shows a significant contribution of a non-resonant two-
pion state near the threshold t = (21%)2 in addition to the
broad p peak. To describe this spectral function near threshold,
found by the experimental data, in a theoretical model the two~
pion state at threshold was calculated with the pion-nucleon
scattering amplitudes in higher orders of perturbation theory.
Because of the larger errors in forner experiments the authors
of subsequent papers could describe their data with simpler assump-
tions of the irN scattering amplitudes. In fig. 10 we show the
spectral function determined a) from the analytical extrapolation
from the physical region and b) the calculated function *. The
best fits for the proton form factors are shown in figs. 8 and 9.
In figs. 11 and 12 we show the e-p cross sections, referred in
fig. 11 to the dipole values. In fig. 12 the cross sections are
referred to the dispersion relation best fit. By this procedure
the cross section can be described in excellent agreement within
the statistical errors for the whole q2 range up to 600 fm~^ _
(24)GeV/c) 2> . Also the fit via dispersion relations to < )
(solid line in fig. 7) is in very good agreement with the
experimental points.
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EXCHANGE CURRENTS IN PHOTO- AND ELECTRONUCLEAR REACTIONS *

D. O. Riska
Department of Physics

Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan 48824, U.S.A.

1. Introduction.

The manifestation in photo- and electronuclear reactions
of the non-nucleonic degrees of freedom of nuclei are called
meson exchange or interaction current effects. While often
referred to as "exchange corrections" in the observables, the
conceptual importance of these effects by far exceeds that of
the many unbeloved corrections like radiative, relativistic and
dispersion corrections, which complicate the extraction of
nuclear structure information from electron scattering data.

As the nuclear many-body problem is complicated enough
even without inserting the non-nucleonic degrees of freedom
into the wave function, one usually tries to treat the mesonic
effects by perturbation theory. That is, one assumes that the
conventional wave function with only nucleon coordinates can f
provide an adequate description of static nuclear properties • i
so that the mesonic complications may be dealt with by adding
many-body corrections to the fundamental transition operators -
the charge and current operators.

The understanding of exchange currant effects in the
electro-magnetic transitions of the 2- and 3-nucleon systems
has developed to a, in many cases, quantitative level during
the last decade. The reason for the special emphasis on those
systems has been the fact that for them the wave function can,
in principle, be obtained to great accuracy from a nuclear
potential, derived from the same meson exchange mechanisms as
the -exchange current operators. A reasonable degree of consis-
tency in the theory is, therefore, ensured. The main task at
the present time is, therefore, the achievement of an equally good
ability to estimate exchange current effects in the electro-
magnetic -interactions of the nuclei with A>4.

* Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation.
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For heavy nuclei, the only wave functions available
are phenomenological ones, the relation of which to the meson
exchange two-nucleon interaction is very unclear. The validity
of the estimation of exchange current effects by evaluating the
matrix elements of the exchange current operators with such
wave functions is not well established. Nevertheless, this is
the only available method at hand. In order that progress be made,
one ought, therefore to establish the general features that
exchange currents should lead to, for example in total photo-
absorption and quasi-elastic electron scattering cross sections,
features that may remain true even if the imperfections of the
employed wave functions were found to be considerable. Work in
this direction has in fact already been made: on total photo- j.
absorption cross sections in a schematic way by Gari and Hebach
and on quasi-elastic electron scattering by Donnelly et al. 2'.

2. The El Sum Rule

A simpler quantity to study theoretically than the total
photo-absorption cross section is the El sum rule:

7 dio a (w) = 60 (S|)(1+K+5) mb.HeV (1)

Here u) is the photon energy and N + Z = A the nucleon number for
the nucleus. The first term in the bracket on the right hand side
of (1) is the classical value obtained when the nuclear potential
contains no exchange terms. The second term K represents the
correction due to exchange terms. The last quantity 6 arises
when the dipole operator <s modified to take into account the
meson exchange corrections to the nuclear charge operator •*'.

The empirically extracted value for the exchange enhance-
ment K for medium light nuclei (6 <_ A <_ 40) is of the order
ic = 1 4), The enhancement factor <~may be expressed as the
matrix element of a double commutator of the dipole operator
Dz and the nuclear potential V as

where m is the nuclear mass and <|J the ground state wave function.
The importance of the factor K lies in the fact that it repre-
sents a measure of the quality of the wave function model used.

Arima et al. showed in 1973 that if one only takes into
account the one-pion-exchange potential (including the tensor ,
force) a value for K = 1 can be obtained, which would be in •
agreement with experiment. Unfortunately, one year later Fink, •']
Gari and Hebach 6' employing more realistic wave functions obtained ' '
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by solving the Brueckner-Hartree-Fock equations and the more
realistic Reid soft-core nucleon-nucleon potential, obtained
far smaller values ic = 0.5 + 0.1 in disagreement with the
earlier result and with experiment. A step towards a reso-
lution of this theoretical discrepancy has now been taken by
Drechsel and Kim '>, who calculated K for 3H and 3He using
wave functions obtained by solving the Faddeev equations with
the Reid soft-core interaction. Their result is K = 0.79f which
compares well with the empirical value ic = 0.75 + 0.10 8 J. This
result suggests that the earlier theoretical estimates by Arima
et al. and by Weng et al. 9), which found K = 1.0 are quite reaso-
nable and that-rbhere is something missing in the calculation of
Fink, Gari and Hebach °> .

The additional enhancement factor fi in the sum rule (1)
represents a very recent result 3). its appearance is a conse-
quence of the continuity equation by which the interaction
between the radiation field A" and the nuclear current density
may, in the long wave-length approximation, be written as

Hinfc = -/d
3r].A - ie.[Hjd3rrp(rjJ (3)

Here fi is the polarization vector of the field and H the
nuclear Hamiltonian.

The nuclear dipole operator in (3) contains contributions
not only from the single nucleon contributions to the nuclear
charge operator but also from meson exchange corrections to
the charge operator. The single nucleon charge operators lead
to the usual dipole operator, which in turn leads to the
terms 1 + K in the sum rule (1). The possible exchange charge
operator contributions lead to an additional correction to
the dipole operator 3exch which gives rise to the enhancement
factor & in the sum rule (1) 3),

The most important exchange charge operator that may give
rise to an enhancement S is that associated with pion exchange.
This operator can be derived by considering the difference
between the relativistic expression for the pion-exchange
amplitude for the two-nucleon process yNN •+ NN and the corres-
ponding expression obtained with the non-relativistic one-pion-
exchange potential. If pseudoscalar coupling is employed for
the irNN vertex the operator can be calculated from the nucleon-
antinucleon pair diagram in Fig. la;
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AAA*

Fig. 13 Pion exchange diagrams, which give rise to a two-body
charge operator in a) pseudoscalar and b) pseudovector
TTN coupling.

The result is 10)

2) (4)

Here Ĝ j and GJJ are the nucleon isoscalar and isovector magnetic
form factors, g the TTN coupling constant (g2/4ir = 14.5) , q the
photon momentum and X the momentum of the exchanged pion. It
is important to emphasize that if pseudo-vector coupling is
used to describe the irNN vertex the operator is the same except
for the substitution G/j; •* F?, G^ •+ Fy. In the pseudo-vector
model, the exchange charge operator does not arise from the
pair diagram but as a relativistic correction to the diagram
with a single nucleon intermediate state. Confusion on this
point has appeared in the literature '.

Gari and Sommer estimate that the operator (4) could lead
to a value for 6 as large as S = 0.2 3). This large value they
obtained by arguing that underlying ambiguities in the deri-
vation of the expression (4) makes it impossible to determine
the strength of the operator definitely and they, therefore,
multiplied it by a factor 2 which would improve the fit to
the charge from factor of *He. The basic reason for the ambi-
guity is the question of consistency between the form of the
two-nucleon potential and expression (4). That there may be
less ambiguity than thought has now been shown by Gross 12',
who using a particular scheme of reduction of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation finds that the operator (4) in addition to
the usual impulse approximation with relativistic corrections
leads to a correct description of electron scattering observables.
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The correction to the dipole operator D . as calculated
from (4) has an interesting effect on the calculated forward
deuteron photodisintegration cross section. In fig. 2, we show
the^result of Gari and Sommer, which shows that the inclusion
o f Dexch reduces the calculated cross section toward the
empirical values of Hughes et al. 1 3>.

Fig. 2: Forward deuteron photodisintegration cross sections as
calculated in ref. 3. The solid lines RS and SS
represent the results obtained with the Reid soft
core and the Tourreil and Sprung 15' super-soft core
potentials. The shaded areas below show the modifications
caused by the two-body contribution to the dipole
operator. From ref. 3.

It is clear that the two-body contribution to the dipole
operator is not strong enough to remove the discrepancy between
theoretical and experimental values but it is quite possible
that a satisfactory account could be obtained with a nuclear
potential that would have a weaker tensor force than those
considered by Gari and Sommer 3' 1 4>. There is, however, a dyna-
mical mechanism involving p-meson exchange that leads to an
exchange charge operator of the same type as the pion exchange
operator (4), which will increase the net exchange effect, thus
improving the situation. We shall return to that point below.
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3. Elastic Electron Scattering

The importance of considering pion exchange contributions
to the charge operator was first observed by Kloet and Tjon l6)
who found that the operator (4) leads to a large effect in
the calculated charge form factors of the trinucleons, which
further brings the calculated values much closer to the empi-
rical ones. The effect is illustrated for the case of the
charge form factor of the a-particle in fig. 3: with a Gaussian
wave function the form factor is a straight line on a semi-
logarithmic plot without any of the structure exhibited by the
empirical values around 10fm"2. Inclusion of the exchange correc-
tion leads to much more reasonable values as shown in fig. 3 *•''
and these can be further improved by inclusion of short range
correlations in the wave functions.
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Pig. 3: The charge form factor of "He as calculated with a
Gaussian wave function with (IMP + EXCH) and without (IMP)
the pion exchange correction. From ref. 17.

JheJZolB°£ t h i S p i o n e x c h a n 9 e charge operator (4) in
? 3 ? ? ^°u ?cafctering cross section has now been

° ? ? ? B * t f 1 ° u c l e J t h o h t th
^ ? 3 ? ? ^°u ?cafctering cross section has now been
from " c to° ???ph

B*tf1°ucleJ throughout the periodic table
from C to 208Pb °'.Bie relative importance of the exchanqe
correction fall, with increasing mass number as illustrated in
figs. 4 and 5, where the charge form factors for I2C and 20BPb
are plotted respectively when calculated using density dependent
correction? " ^ fUnCtionS with and w i t h o « ^ ?he exchangeP
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F(I2C)

HF
HF+EXCH
HO
HCHEXCH

Fig. 4: The charge form factor of 1 2C, as calculated with
harmonic oscillator (HO) and density dependent Hartree-
Fock wave functions (HF) with and without the exchange
correction. The open circles represent the empirical
form factor.

F(208PU)

HF*EXCH

,• \ Fig. 5: The charge form factor of 20*Pb as calculated with
density dependent Hartree-Fock wave functions with and
without exchange current.
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In fig. 6, the corrections to the nuclear charge densities for
the closed shell nuclei caused by the pion exchange charge
operator are plotted. The interesting point is that these
corrections in every case tend to reduce the discrepancies
between the empirically extracted values and those obtained
from the density dependent Hartree-Fock wave function in
the central regions. The values are, however, too small to
be able to remove the discrepancies. The situation is, therefore,
similar to that found by Gari and Sommer for forward deuteron
photodisintegration: a larger exchange correction would be useful.

Pig. 6; The exchange correction to the charge density for closed
shell nuclei as expressed in percent of the proton
density in nuclear matter. From ref. 19.

An effect that increase-s the exchange correstion to the
charge density is that due to p-meson exchange. The most
important charge operator due to p-meson exchange has the
form 1§)

8m3
[FS

1

+ I2

+ F
v
 T2]
\ 3

(5)
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Here m0 is the p-meson mass, g0 the pNK vector coupling
constant (g2/4ir = 0.55) and ic pthe tensor pNN coupling
constant (KP= 6.6). The operator (5) is in fact rather similar
to the pion exchange in (4) and leads to a considerable
increase for the calculated exchange effect. In fig. 7 we
plot the enhancement factor S by which the impulse
approximation charge form factor for He should be multi-
plied in order to take into account the exchange effect. As
can be seen, the p-exchange effect increases S by more than a
factor 2 over the pion exchange value at large momentum
transfer. It should however be remembered that the p-exchange
mechanism is a short range effect and thus sensitive to short
range hadronic form factors; if the same form factor of mono-
pole type with a mass scale of 1.4 GeV/c2 is applied squared to
both the pion and p-meson exchange operators, the intermediate
curve in fig. 7 results, a result which is still almost 50%
larger than the pion exchange one.

: i

10
q2(fm"2)

Fig. 7; The enhancement factor S by which the calculated
impulse approximation charge form factor for 3He
should be multiplied to include the exchange effect.
Dashed line: ir exchange alone, solid line ir+p exchange
and dashed-dotted curve TT+P exchange modified by a
hadronic form factor. The results are taken from ref. 19.
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The beneficial effect of the p-meson exchange contribution
to the charge operator is interesting in the light of effects
of strong p-meson exchange in other situations. The main
virtue of the p-meson exchange mechanism is that it reduces
the nucleon-nuclerm tensor force and consequently the D-state
probability of the deuteron,which immediately improves the
theoretical values for the forward deuteron photodisintegration
cross section I4'. Another effect of a reduced D-state probabi-
lity of the deuteron is the improved fit to the rgcent Saclay
quasi-elastic electron-deuteron data at 500 MeV '. The most
dramatic effect of p-meson exchange is seen in the total cross
section for ir+d •*• pp, which if calculated on basis of pion
rescattering alone leads to a 3 times too large value in the
region of ijj resonance, but which is cut down into reasonable
agreement with experiment when p-meson rescattering is included.
The uncertainty in the values of the p-meson coupling constants
make it impossible to make as definite a prediction of p-meson
exchange effects as one can make for pion exchange ones, but the
conclusion that there is a large beneficial effect due to
p-meson exchange in most cases considered is likely to remain
valid.

4. Total Photoabsorption Cross Sections

Let us now return to the universal features that can be
expected of meson exchange effects in total nuclear photo-
absorntion cross sections. This question is of particular
interest now that total photoabsorption rates have been
measured for some light nuclei (Li, Be) up to 330 MeV 21> .
The experimental results show that the cross sections grow
above the pion production threshold to values of comparable
magnitude to the low energy El peak. It appears that exchange
current effects are important over,the whole energy region.
As was shown by Gari and Hebach 22; already at energies below
100 MeV the calculated cross sections are far too small unless
exchange effects are included.

In photoabsorption, the most important exchange current
operators are those associated with the diagrams in fig.8.

Fig. 8s The most important pion exchange current diagrams.
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\

At low energies, the "seagull" (or pair) diagram (fig. 8a) and
pion current diagram (fig. 8b) are most important, and these
were considered in a schematic shell model approach by Gari
and Hebach. At high energies, the As 3 exchange current (fig. 8c)
will be most important. Its increasing importance with in-
creasing energy is shown in fig. 9 where the photoabsorption
cross section for ''He is plotted. The curves marked o E and
<JM are the impulse approximation contributions due to the
electric and magnetic interactions respectively, and the curve
An is the contribution for two-nucleon ejection due to the
A3 a exchange current. Taking into account the p-meson exchange
current in addition to the pion one, reduces the AJS to the
curve A in fig. 9.

cr/mb.

10

cu/MeV 200

Fig. 9i Total photoabsorption rate for llHe; o-g, crM: electric
and magnetic contributions in the impulse approxi-
mation, A^: the contribution from the pion exchange
current involving the A33 resonance (fig. 8c),
A: contribution from IT and p exchange currents
involving A 3 3 resonance.
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In addition, the A3 3 exchange current can also lead to one-
nucleon ejection processes, which interfere with those due to
the single nucleon currents. It is worth noting that the form
of the A exchange current operator is very similar to the A
exchange contribution to the two-nucleon pion absorption or
production operator which has been studied in detail for the
reaction 7r+d •* pp 23) m

The magnitude of the A exchange current contribution to
the total photoabsorption cross section at high energies is
still much smaller than the low energy peak in <7g and the 2x)
very large values found for Li and Be as reported by Ziegler
are therefore mainly due to explicit pion production processes.
In fact, l^acDonald, Dressier and O'Connell ' have recently
shown that the pion production rate calculated within the
Fermi gas model is quite good in agreement with the empirical
data. The interesting role of the A exchange current here is
to account for the cross section in the region just below the
pion production threshold.

5. Discussion

The present confidence in the form of the exchange current
operators largely derives from the study of the reaction ed •+ enp
at backward angles near threshold 26)„ since the cross section"
for that reaction is completely dominated by exchange current
effects already at moderately small values of momentum
transfer (q > 2fm~1), it provides a sensitive test for the
matrix elements of the exchange current operators. At large
momentum transfer but small breakup energies, the reaction is
dominated by the "pair" current operator (fig. 8a), whereas
at small momentum transfer but large energy transfer, it is
eliminated by the A33 current (fig. 8c) 2 " . Tn fig. 10 we
show the calculated backward cross section at 3 MeV excitation
energy as a function of momentum transfer up to 60 fm~2 as
calculated recently by Sommer 27), ̂hie dashed line shows the
impulse approximation, which in particular in the region between
4 and 20 fm~2 is much smaller than present data 2 ° ) , whereas
the results involving exchange currents (and isobar configurations
in the deuteron wave function) all lie close to the data. In
the exchange current calculation of Sommer, vector meson exchange
operators are included in addition to pion exchange ones, but
their relative importance, compared to that of the pion exchange
current is large only above 15 fm~2. For momentum transfers
below 5 fm~2, the inclusion of the exchange current effects
(and at high excitation energies isobar configurations) lead
to excellent agreement with data ' . It is clear that
extension of the measurements beyond q = 10 fm~2 will lead
to very interesting information concerning the role of vector
meson exchange currents.
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One of the most important results that has emerged from the
analysis of threshold electro-disintegration of the deuteron is
the importance of including the tensor-correlations in the
wave-function (i.e., the D-state of the deuteron) in calculating
the exchange current effect: were it neglected, the impulse
approximation result would not look so terribly wrong (although
it would still remain too small 2 9 ' ) . It is, therefore, very
questionable whether realistic estimates of the pion exchange
current (not charge) effects can be made with simple shell
model wave functions for light nuclei. Thus, it is natural to
assume that the estimates of exchange current corrections for the
electron scatteringnform factors for Li and Be made by Dubach,
Koch and Donnelly ' are underestimates, since these estimates
were made without account of tensor correlations. The enormous
importance of the tensor correlation is verv well illustrated in
the case of the magnetic form factors of 3H J ' .

Whether explicit tensor correlations will be as important
for the calculation of exchange current effects in heavy nuclei
as well remains to be seen. A recent calculation by Arima et al.
of the exchange current effect on the magnetic form factor of
1 70 indicates that it is of only modest importance, but still
able to considerably improve the agreement between the calcu-
lated and measured form factor 3 3>. Much more important than
the exchange current correction is the core polarization correc-
tion in this case.

50

Fig. 10 : Backward cross section for ed •*• enp as calculated by
Sommer (ref. 27); dashed line: impulse approximation,
(IA), dotted line: IA + meson exchange current correction
(MEC!1 ,dashedr,dotted: IA + MEC + A3 3 configurations (all
calculated with Reid Soft Core potential). Solid line:
same as dashed-dotted, but calculated with the SSC1
potential 1 5>.
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ELASTIC SCATTERING RESULTS FROM MAINZ

H. Rothhaas
Institut fur Kernphysik, Mainz. Federal Republic of Germany

This morning Prof.Walther has given us a report on electron
scattering activities at Mainz on few nucleon systems. So I can
restrict my talk to elastic electron scattering on more complex
nuclei and in this field I want to concentrate on pure charge
scattering, which has been extensively studied at Mainz in the
last years. One of our main goals is the determination of
charge distribution differences of isotopes and isotones by
measuring cross-section ratios with high precision.

We need, however, absolute cross sections of at least one nu-
cleus to extract this information. In our lab this reference nucleus
is Carbon 12. In figure 1 the Mainz cross sections are compared
to their Fourier-Bessel fit in the q-range from 0.3 to 2.8 fm"1.
The accuracy of the data is mostly better than 1 % and only
decreases to 3 % in the points at highest g.

12r

• abs. pts

• rel. pts
Stanford 1970

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2

qeff

1.5

fm~ )

1.3 2.1 2.4 2.7 3.0

Fig. 1: Percent deviation between the measured 12C cross sections
and their Fourier-Bessel fit plotted versus the effec-
tive momentum transfer. For comparison are given the
individual fit results to the Amsterdam (dashed line)
and Stanford (solid line) data.
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In the lower g range the agreement to older data from Amsterdam
is very good, as can be seen by the dashed line. New data from
NBS seem to agree as well, but up to now we couldn't get the
cross-sections for direct comparison. At higher q we find
deviations from the old Stanford data2), as shown by the solid
line. But if one considers the errors of 3 % in this older
experiment, the disagreement is not too striking, apart from
the first diffraction minimum. Here our preliminary data points
show a 3 to 5 % deviation from the best fit curve, which might
be due to dispersion corrections. New measurements will be made
in the very near future to clarify this point definitively.

Let me now come to difference measurements of neighbouring nuclei.
The example of the Zirconium isotopes seems to show the best, how
high accuracy and sophisticated evaluation, techniques lead to very
detailed structure information. In figure 2 you see the measured
cross section ratios of Zr92 and Zr91*.

1.36-

124-

1.12-

t 119.45 MtV
* 196.90MeV
• 29934 MeV

— Fourier-Besstl

<t—I—I—1—I—I—I—I—I—1-»
1.0 1.4 1.B 2.2

Pig.

0.38-

2: Cross section ratios for 92'9*Zr. The full line repres-
ents the fit from a Pourier-Bessel difference evaluation.

They are plotted versus the momentum transfer qeff, which exceeds
2.5 fm""1 in our experiment. The precision of the data points is
1 to 2 percent up to 1.8 fm"1 and only decreases to 20 % in the
last measured ratios. The solid line represents the bestfit curve,
which has been calculated from a Fourier-Bessel-Ansatz for the
charge distribution of each isotope.
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In figure 3 there is plotted the resulting difference of the
charge distributions between 90Zr, 92Zr and 9zZr, 9*Zr respec-
tively.

92Zr-90Zr

Fig. 3: Charge distribution differences for 92Zr-90Zr and
91*Zr-92Zr. The shaded areas represent the error bands
(+1 standard deviation). The solid lines are spherical
Hartree-Pock calculations (ref. 5).

3 4)The shaded area shows the model independent error band, ' which
includes all density differences compatible with the data. The
limiting lines correspond to +1 standard deviation. Clearly
you see in the upper figure tEat the addition of 2 neutrons
to 90Zr results in a general decrease of the charge density
in the inner part and an increase in the outer region. This
feature corresponds to the expected result, that the nucleus
increases its radial extent. In contrast to this usual behaviour
the addition of two more neutrons leads to the surprising
effect, that part of the proton charge remains nearly un-
changed around 1.5 fin, while other parts are pulled outwards.
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A comparison with Hartree Fock calculations can be made (see
fig. 3). Among all calculations with Skyrme forces of different
type Skyrme III is the best, but the disagreement with the
experimental results remains striking in both cases. What are
the reasons?
At this point one clearly recognizes, how valuable it would be
to have a simple description of the data with only a few physi-
cally motivated parameters. Thus going away from strict model
independency, we thought out a new evaluating method which
allows a quantitative interpretation of almost all isotopic
differences within nowadays experimental errors.
We know by experience that isotopic differences are dominated by
core polarization effects due to the added particles (fig. 4).
Following HF calculations 5,6) this rearrangement of the protons
mainly leads to an increase of the radial extent of the density
and may be accompanied by a change of intrinsic deformation. To
describe both effects we introduce the parameters a and A0. This
can be done as will be explained by the example -vf the isotopic
pair 90Zr and 92Zr.

Problem: Core Polarization|

~Radial increase of the
nucleus

Core
Parameter a

Polarization
Change of intrinsic
deformation

Parameter AB

Nucleus A:

p (R) Modelindependent
Fourier-Bessel-Expansion

Nucleus A + 2:

' ' 7? '

For 1 = 0 Nucleus!

Sensitive Test: Isotopic Difference
e.g. Ws°Zr

Fig. 4: Phenomenological approximation to core polarization
effects.
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We start with a model independent Fourier-Bessel expansion for
the charge distribution of Zirconium 90. Then'the core polari-
zation effect will be described by a transformation of the radius
vector r according to the given formula (see fig. 4). This yields
a simple scaling of the nucleus, which depends on the intrinsic
deformation. (There has to be integrated over all directions as
electrons scattered from a spinzero nucleus only see a spherical
distribution).

The parameters a and A(3 may be fitted now to vield the best
description of the experimental data for *2Zr and really it turns
out that the description is very good. This can be seen in fig. 5.

92Zr_90Zr

= 0.12
(deformation change)

d. = 0.0062
(monopde polarization)

Pig. 5: Charge distribution difference for 92Zr-90Zr. The pheno-
menological model result (full line) is compared to the
model independent error band (shaded area). The different
model contributions are given separately.
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Please look first at the solid line, which follows the model
independent error band for the charge distribution difference.
It represents the sum of the mentioned effects, which are
plotted separately as dashed or dotted lines. The monopole
polarization which is shown as the dotted line, perfectly well
approximates the best spherical HF-calculation labelled Skyrme III.
The deviations at small radii are meaningless if one considers
that the dotted line only represents the bestfit, but that using
the FB-expansion an error band of the width of the shaded area
has to be attributed to it. That is a very important feature
of our parametrization, that it only fixes the lower Fourier
components of the polarization effect and so is a very flexible
one if the measurement is limited in q-range. (We tested this
with pseudodata calculated from these HF calculations. It was
no problem to describe them by the parameters a).
The quadrupole polarization parameter A8 is justified by the
total result. Obviously we have to assume a considerable deforma-
tion change between 90Zr and 92Zr. This point has been further
investigated in a Nilsson model by looking at the energy distance
of the first excited 0 + level in the Zirconium isotopes. It
could be shown that the considerable decrease of this level from
90Zr (1.75 MeV) to 92Zr (1.39 MeV) is consistent with a deforma-
tion change as found in our experiment.

Let us now apply this concept to the isotopic difference of
92Zr and 9HZr. The result is shown in fig. 6. The parameter a comes
out to be smaller, very consistent with HF, and the deformation
change decreases as well, what is consistent with the mentioned
0 + level distance (1.30 MeV). But the fit is poor and not at all
a description of the data. Obviously an interesting shell effect,
which is due to the interaction of the valence nucleons, has
been found. From the leval scheme7**) follows, as you see in the
inset (fig. 6), that the only active orbitals are the 2p and
the lg9/2 shells. This leads to suppose a mixing of these
configurations according to the formula given below. Additional
fitting of the parameter y leads to a fascinating description
of the data, as can be seen by the solid line. The result for
Y corresponds to a 10% change of the 2p proton occupation versus
the lg9/2 occupation.
This is in itself a very interesting result, but for comparison
with spectroscopic factors of pick up and stripping results
values for the occupation relative to *eSr, which is normally
adopted as the core, are desirable. Therefore the isotone pair
"Sr/'°Zr has been measured at Mainz. The model independent
result for the charge distribution difference is shown in
figure 7. Clearly you sjee the pronounced fluctuation, which
shows where the two added protons are built in. With configu-
rational mixing assumed according to the given formula, our
phenomenological model fits neatly in the error band as can be
seen by the solid curve. The nonopole polarization comes out
to be 0.5 of the A1'3 rule and the deformation change is very
small, according to the well known fact, that both nuclei are
spherical.
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. 92Zr

A p = 0.06

a = 0.0051

radial wave functions

Pig. 6: Charge distribution difference for "tZr-92Zr and its
description by the phenomer.ological model. Besides
collective effects (a,A3) additional variation of the
proton occupation probabilities is introduced according
to the given formula which follows from the level scheme
in the inset.
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(fm3)

(2 protons added)
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deformation change
Ap aO5

monopole polarization
ot =.0037 = Q5 of A V 3

Fig. 7: Charge distribution difference for 90Zr-**f3r and its
model description.
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But most interesting is the result for the configuration
mixing parameter y, which is the main goal of our analysis.
It turns out, that the 2p shell in '°Zr is only populated
to 39%.
The importance of this information can be best demonstrated by
comparison with 2p,y2 occupation numbers obtained from other
experiments. This is done as a review in figure 8. Experimental
results from direct reactions exist for all even Zr-isotopes9'10'
They indicate that the 2pj /2 occupation decreases from

 9'Zr
to *2Zr and then increases rapidly towards 9sZr. But it has been
argued by Courtney and Fortune11), that these results strongly
depend on the configuration space assumed for the Zirconium
ground state.

proton occupation

for 2p 1 / 2 shcH

1.6'

1.4-

1.2-

1.0-

0.8-

<X6-

0.4-

0.2-

(o. *HE> PICK UP

( 3 HE. D) STRIPPING

• COURTNEY

f (E.€> GLA

^ <F.E) &W

FORTUNE

90 Z f 92 Z r 9 4 2 r 96Zr

Fig. 8: proton occupation results on the ?.r isotopes.
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Allowing 2 particle-2 hole contributions as shown below they
proved that the transfer data are as well compatible with a
2p occupation as indicated by the iquare (fig. 8). This interpre-
tation could be somewhat confirmed by an electron scattering
result from Glasgow1^), but the big errors did not allow any
definite conclusion. Here our experimental points clarify the
situation. Evidently considerable 2p/2h components are existing
in all Zirconium ground states. The comparison of the given
data (fig. 8) yields about 20- 30% contribution.

But does elastic electron scattering alone measure direct-
ly such particle-^hole states? The answer Is vesJ.This can,be done
by a difference measurement of the isotone pair v and "Sir. The
result is given in figure 9. Again the shaded area shows the
model independent error band for the charge difference of both
nuclei, indicating the probability distribution of the one added
proton. With the Zirconium result in mind one is guided to the
assumption to describe the B9Y ground state wave function not
only by a pure 2pjy2> but as well by a 2p/2h component as written
in the figure 9.

4;

3.-

2.-

1.

- 1 . -
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(fni
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r )
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\
3

89 Y -88 5 r

dproton added)

shell model
b 2 = 25V.

^" r(fm)
* ^ c a * polarization

' 0.6 of A "3

Q(2p1/2)|0>

Fig. 9: Charge distribution difference for B9Y-8>sr and its
model description.
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Again our model description yields a quantitative description
of the data, as can be seen by the solid line. Besides polari-
zation effects, which cannot be neglected, the evaluation proves
a 25% contribution of particle-hole states. Thus it shows that
the ground state of 89Y cannot be described by a simple 2px/2
proton outside a 88Sr-score but the often used picture of a
2pi/2 hole in a 90Zr-core proves to be inadequate also for
convenience our final results on the wave functions of 89Y and
the Zr isotopes are listed in table 1. For comparison are given
in brackets the averaged values of direct reaction results.

Table 1:

89Y (n=l)

90Zr (n=2)

92Zr (n=2)

9*Zr (n=2)

Wave functions for 89Y and the Zr isotopes

(2p 1 / 2)
n Ug 9 / 2>

n <2p3/2)-
2(2p1/2)

n(lg9/2)
2

75% (100) 25% (no)

39% ( 60) 30-40%(40) 20-30% (no) +)

40%( 50) 30-40%(50) 20-30% (no) +)

50%( 65) 20-30%(35) 20-30% (no) +)

rough estimate by comparison of e,e and direct reaction
results; a combined analysis of both experiments is needed

' to determine the individual components more accurately.

Let me finish this part of my talk with a conclusion,
keep in mind three points:

One should

1. Elastic electron scattering difference measurements yield
information on the monopole core polarization, which seems
to be well understood by HF calculations.

2. Difference measurements are appropriate to detect deformations
of 1=0 nuclei.

3. They yield precise information on the shell model functions
of the nuclei.

Let me now come to measurements from Mainz, which try to map
out higher electric moments of the nuclear ground state charge
distribution. All experimental efforts in this field originate
in the fact, that the ground state charge distribution can be
expanded into multipoles:

p(r) pQ(r) p2(r)Y20 + p4(r)Y
4 0

But this leaves the experimentalist with different problems
depending on the spin of the nucleus.
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Fig. 10: Typical electron scattering spectra for 11|8'1S2'l511an
measured at equal energy and angle in the energy loss
mode of the Mainz scattering facility.
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For spin 1=0 nuclei elastic scattering only determines pQ(r).
But for the rotational nuclei the higher multipoles can be extrac-
ted by the rotator assumption from the inelastic cross-sections
of the rotational band. The example I shall give you are the
Samarium isotopes.

For spin 1^0 the difficulties result from the superposition
of the C2 and higher contributions to the CO scattering in the
elastic cross-sections. A separation is possible because of the
different q behaviour, but up to now only with models. I shall
discuss this problem in the case of 2 5Mg and introduce new expe-
riments on '"N and 27Al.

The Samarium isotopes llt8'152'ISI(sni have been measured in the
energy loss mode of our scattering set up 1^'. A typical spectrum
for all three nuclei at equal energy and angle is shown in fig. 10.
The energy resolution was 3.10"^ and therefore good enough to
separate the rotational band (2+ , 4+ and 6 +), even in the case
of 15l*Sm with only a 82 keV 2 + level. The cross-sections have
been measured up to a momentum transfer of 2.4 fin"1 and so
considerably extend older measurements of NBS/MIT *'-' ending at
1.2 fm~ . Data in the same q-range already exist for 1S2Sm
from Saclay 15', so most interesting are the results for ls*Sm,
for which cross-sections up to and including the 6+ level could
be extracted within reasonable errors. The data have been analysed
model independently with the Fourier-Bessel expansion for the
ground state and the transition densities.
The first preliminary results are shown in figure 11.
One recognizes that with increasing multipolarity the center
of the transition densities is shifted towards higher radii.
In addition the distinct structures in the inner part of the
nucleus seem to indicate, that the model of a surface deformed
rotator as shown by the solid curves 1*' cannot be used. Note
tha't this statement does net rely only on the pronounced osci-
lations of the 2 + density, which might be induced to a certain
extent by a too hig} cut-off radius, but look for verification
as well at the 6+ density, which has already been evaluated more
appropriate. But discrediting the surface deformed rotator not
at all means, that the rotator assumption is wrong. It only means,
that in the next step one has to test a deformed Fourier-Bessel
distribution, which allows the deformation to influence the whole
nuclear volume. This will be done in the very next future.

I want to discuss now nuclei with spin. To show how the
higher multipoles contribute to the elastically measured cross-
section, I present the example of the 5/2+ nucleus 25Mg (fig. 12).
The C2 and C4 contribution dominates in the CO minimum, whereas
the magnetic multipoles are suppressed at forward angles. They
can be easily subtracted within the single particle model or
much better, as it has been done in this case, by measuring them
at MIT or IKO. But let me, before discussing the extraction
of P2 and Pjj distributions, call attention to further experiments
which are quite new.
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•" (fm3) ,.-, 154Sm

Fig. 11: Ground state and transition densities for lsltSm
(model independent error band).
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Pig. 12: Ratio between the measured cross section and Z times
the Mott cross section for 25Mg. The individual charge
multipoles (CO, C2 and C4) and the sum of the magnetic
contributions (SML) are indicated (from ref. 17).

In the study of the •*N nucleus.only Ml and C2 contribute.
Older elastic data of Dally et al. lb) which are shown as the
bare points (fig. 13), are so scarce at higher cj, that it was not
possible to extract the quadrupole moment and its distribution
within reasonable errors. So it was decided to repeat this
measurement at Main2. The first preliminary data points are shown
as the full circles. Obviously there exist heavy deviations with
the older measurements. It is"planned to extend our data up to
2.8 firr1.
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Fig. 13: The squared form factor versus qeff for
 27A1. The Mainz

data points are compared to hypothetical charge multipole
contributions.

The second example I want to present is the 27A1 experiment.
It is a collaboration of IKO, MIT and Mainz to map out very
systematically the higher electric and magnetic multipoles.
The data taking procedure for the charge scattering part has just
been finished at Mainz. In .otal we have measured 66 data points
a+ 100, 200 and 320 MeV, tha maximum momentum transfer reached
is 2.7 fm"1. The extraction of the cross-sections has only been
completed for the 100 and 200 MeV data up to now. So I only
can show these first data points (fig. 14). But they show
already that the given hypothetical C4 contribution is too
small to explain the data, if one assumes for the C2 a distri-
bution, which yields the optical value for the quadrupole moment.
But that is all very preliminary, therefore let us wait for
the higher q data, which will give us more specific information,
especially in the second diffraction minimum.

The evaluation of the data in terms of CO, C2 and C4 distri-
bution will be done in some ways different from the methods we
used in the 25Mg-paper 17). This is due to new results we got in
the mean time. They demonstrate more clearly to what extent one
can learn of these measurements. We have tested now three
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different models for the elactric multipole distributions: the
generalized Tassie model, a Taylor series approximation to the
rotator model and the pure rigid rotator. All three models are
correlated to the pg distribution and contain two parameters,
essentially deformation parameters, which can be fitted to the
data. The result is shown in figure 15. Please look at the P2
distributions at first. All three models give an equally good
fit. But at the same time they span only a relatively small
error band in amplitude as well as in position. Especially in
the pure rigid rotator the P2 distribution can be shifted along
the r axis by varying the hexadecapole deformation B4.
The fit strongly implies a negative B4 of about 0.25*and forces
the center to the right position. Obviously our measurement
is rather sensitive to the quadrupole distribution. Quite
different is the situation for the hexadecapol>2 distribution. As
can be seen from the j.arge variations, it is murrh less determined.
The amplitude may vary by a factor of two and the position by about
1 fm, but nevertheless the hexadecapole moment is fixed within
4 and 15 efm4. If we believe the rigid rotator model, the sign
is negative and the error in amplitude is only 4 to 5 efm4.
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Fig. 15: Multipole charge distributions of i5Mg. The different
model results are fitting the data (ref. 17) equally
well.

Let me close mv talk with another interesting result of the
2 sMg experiment which leads us back to the problem of polari-
zation effects in isotopic differences. Having measured
simultaneously the elastic cross sections of ?llMg we are able
now to study the charge distribution difference of both isotopes.
The striking result is shown in figure 16. In contrast to the
usual behaviour the core polarization effect has changed its
sign. Obviously charge from the outer region is reconcentrated
in the inner part by going from 2*Mg to Mg. This explains
the unusual effect, that the rms radius of fsMg is smaller
than that of 2<lMg by about 35 mfm. To interpret the result,
we used our a, AB model. The fit yields perfect agreement
with the data, as can be seen by the solid line, which fully
lies inside the model indeoendent error band. It indicates
that in spite of a normal volume increase (monopole polarization)
according to 0.9 of the A1/^ rule, the rms radius of 25Mg is
smaller because of the considerable decrease of deformation. The
value AB = 0.29, only interpreted as a quadrupole deformation
change means, that the quadrupole moment of "Mg is about 15
to 20* less than that of 2HMg. As you see in the inset18), this
result neatly fits in the trend of quadrupole moments in the
sd-shell to decrease towards Aluminium and. Silicon. This is
another reason, why we have started the 27A1 experiment as a
difference measurement to 28Si.
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Fig. 16: The model independent charge distribution difference
for 25Mg-2l>Mg in comparison to the phenomenological
model result. The individual model contributions are
plotted separately. The inset compares the intrinsic
quadrupole moment calculated from different experiments
in the framework of the rotational model (from ref. 18).
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WHAT CAN WE LEARN PROM (e,e) AT LARGE q?

I. Sick

Oept. of Physics, University of Basle, Basle.

What can we learn from elastic electron scattering at
large, extremely large, momentum transfer? This is the question
I would like to look at from different viewpoints in the
following talk. To discuss this question, I will to a rather
limited extent only present quantitative results. Rather, I
would prefer to evaluate i\ few qualitative ideas, and discuss
their application to mainly few-body nuclei. In most cases,
I will be dealing with work in progress rather than final
results.

When talking about the special features of large q, I
can basically cite 4 items that are of particular interest.
Let me list them briefly before discussing them in more detail:

1) If we think, as usual, of F(q) in terms of the Fourier trans-
form of p(r), then high-q is basically equivalent to good
spatial resolution of our electron microscope. This resolution
is of the order 1.5/qrftax« 0

r» stated differently: in order
to derive p(r), we have, in principle at least, to take an
inverse Fourier transform of F(q), and this we can do only
if we know F(q) to very large q, that is if we have done a
"complete" experiment. I should add rightaway that for the
overwhelming number of nuclei (and excited levels) the qmax
for that purpose is far from sufficient, with the consequence
that there is a high reward on getting such data.

2} When discussing the second motivation, we should realize
that good spatial resolution does not express the entire idea
behind the quest for high q. Starting from the description of
the nucleus in terms of a momentum-space wave function (and
density), the^form factor is given by an overlap involving
p(R) . p(K + q). By insisting on a large q, we study the wave
function at large K. Many of the more elusive phenomena in
nuclear physics, like short-range correlations, the presence of N*,
high angular momentum components, etc., could be determined if
we knew more about the high - K components of the wave function.
As an example, fig. 1 shows the high - K components that occur
in the DNN, SAA and D&A states (ref. 1).
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Fig. 1

,-1—-=~*-ZTJ-- /

3) The one-body form factors, on which I based the discussion
up till now, are not the entire truth? processes like meson
exchange currents also come in. For many cases, MEC are quite
small indeed. But given the fact that, together with dispersive
corrections, they are the largest corrections to the impulse
approximation that is responsible for the simplicity and attrac-
tiveness of (e,e), we would like to test our understanding of
these MEC contributions. This can be done at very large q,
where - in some favourable cases - MEC dominate. The reason for
this is quite obvious: if p(K) is falling rapidly with in-
creasing K, then F(q) at large q is very small, unless q can
be distributed to two nucleons. MEC do allow to split q, and
this might pay even at the expense of introducing another
vertex. In which case F{q) would depend on F^D (=q/2) rather
than F ^ ' ^ q ) . At large q, MEC might in some cases (magnetic
form factors in particular) dominate to the point where one
can measure them and test our understanding.
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4) Thinking about extremely large q, we can speculate about
revealing something about the underlying structure of the
nucleus. If we only hit it hard enough (by large enough a g)
we can hope to see that the nucleus is more than an assembly
of nucleons. 1 only need to recall the case of the proton,
where the famous SLAC-experiments had revealed its parton-
structure. At present, there exists quite a number of papers
on how to see the quark structure of nuclei by studying the
asymptotic fall-off of F(q) at large q.

These are the 4 topics I will discuss. One may note that
they progress, to some extent, from the more familiar to the
more exotic. Since this talk will be dealing more with ideas then
definitive results, I will attack this list in reverse order,
and discuss the more speculative aspects first.

The estimates made for the asymptotic behaviour of F(q) (ref.2)
start from the assumption that the nucleus is made of n con-
stituents - quarks - having an average momentum K much smaller
than q/n, and being weakly bound. If these two conditions are
fulfilled, then the only way to absorb q is to distribute
it over all nucleons. In a process as depicted in fig. 2
a momentum "uq/n is distributed to all constituents via a
n-step process. For the case of relativistic constituents,
F is given by (q2V(q)I14"1. If the constituent-constituent
interaction is constant as one might assume for very large q,
then F(q) a q2n"2. To give an example: if one assumes the pion

i 2 2 if l k ""
q q g

to contain 2 quarks, then
2

a qq , ^ q
a 12-quark system, then FH a q~22

ampl: f one assumes the
~2. if one looks at ""He as
22

(0)

P+q

\J

Fig. 2
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The same sort of prediction has - been arrived at by diffe-
rent people (ref. 2). But what does experiment say? In the
following table I haveaompared the powers of the fall-off for
the deuteron, 3He and ''He elastic form factors, and compared
them to the predictions.

d
3 He

prediction

10

16

"He | 22

experiment

5.5 + 0.5

10+1

(12 + 2)

It is immediately clear that the predictions have nothing to do
with reality. The q is not large enough by far. In which case
one might try to introduce "mass corrections" (fudge factors)
and the entire approach loses interest. That this approach
must fail is immediately clear once one looks at the condition
q/n » K. For the highest-q experiments (d, 3He) we have
q * -"0 fm . This leads to 1.5 fm"1 (d) , and 1.0 fm"1 (3He)
fo -,/n. This is certainly not much larger than K. From both
experiment and theory we know that K of quarks is between
2.5 -J. 5 fm (ref. 3) (already the uncertainty principle
demands K > 1.4 fm"1). One would need to increase qmax by a
factor of 10 before one even could start to talk about (pre-)
asymptotic F(q).
You may also see in a different way why these models are not
applicable: fig. 2 corresponds to a n-body exchange current.
If you recall from D.Riska's calculation that at the q's
reached at present even the 3-body MEC do not dominate then
it is clear that we will never reach the q needed to apply
the quark-models.

However, maybe we can learn one thing from this discussion.
Forget about quarks, suppose that the nucleus is made out of
nucleons (sounds familiar?), and then ask: what should the
asymptotic behaviour of F(.j) be? For nucleons, q/n is 3 times
larger (5 fin"1 for d, 3 fm"1 for 3He), and the Fermi momentum
Kp = 1 fm"1, so maybe we have got a chance! To discuss this
question, one best starts trom the work of ref. 4, where the
Schrodinger (Faddeev)-equation is used to describe the 2(3)-
body system. Let us concentrate on the case of non-relativistic
nucleons, and lets assume a power-fall off the elementary
interaction VJJJJ a K"1"6. Since 6 = 0 corresponds to a rather
singular l/r2-potential, one may assume 0 < 0 < 1. From these
ingredients, one can-deduce the large-q behaviour of F(q),
q-2-26 (d) a n d g-o-20 (3He)> T o t h i s o n e actually has to add
the nucleon charge form factor (which falls like q~4) since the
predictions of Alabiso and Schierholz were made for pointlike
constituents. This yields q"6-26 (a), a n d q-lO-20 (3He). The
comparison with experiment shows that this sort of approach
already is much more sensible, essentially because the condi-
tion q/A >> KF is not too far from being valid. This tvpe of
approach therefore certainly deserves further attention, parti-
cularly because in this framework (based on physical equations
describing the system) perhaps even the pre-asymptotic behaviour
could be extracted•
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The second topic on my list concerns MEC. Here I won't
go into any detail, after the talk of D. Riska. Let me just
point out two things. To check our understanding of MEC, we
should look at magnetic scattering a large q. Only in this
process MEC are allowed in first order, and large. The most
favourable case is quasi-elastic scattering on the deuteron
at threshold. There the Ml-transition to the singlet-s state
is strongly enhanced by MEC. As an example, fig. 3 (ref. 5)
shows a 30% enhancement at low Enp- At this medium q, things
are still less clean cut than one would hope; the enhancement
due to MEC is still comparable to the uncertainty in the
impulse approximation calculation coming from different NN-
interactions.
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At large q, on the other hand, the impulse approximation
cross section has an interference minimum (3S 1S, D •*• 1S)
and there MEC give virtually the entire cross section. To
illustrate this point, fig. 4 shows the preliminary high-q
data we recently measured at Saclay in order to get a good
handle on the verification of MEC-calculations.
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d(e,e)

Fig. 4

12

Clearly, the MEC as calculated by Lock and Foldy do quite
well. To distinguish the two types of irN-coupling by their
different vertex form factors, we will have to await the final
data reduction, and the points we already took up to q2 = 18 fm~2.

Let me point out one more thing: in this d(e,e')-process
we measure essentially the pairdiagram. This is exactly the
diagram we are interested in most, because it also dominates
the MEC contribution to charge scattering. There they yield a
small correction, in general, but it is good to know to which
accuracy we can correct for them.

Proceeding to point 2 of my list concerning highlights
of large q, lets consider high-K components in nuclei, which,
as I explained, are responsible for the F(q) at large q. To
study high-K components of nuclear wave functions, we preferably
should be discussing incoherent rather than coherent scattering.
I therefore will deviate a little from the official topic of
this mini-conference, and consider quasi-elastic scattering.
The excuse being that it is quasi-elastic, and it also concerns
the ground-state wave function only.

How can we measure large K? Let me briefly discuss two
"standard methods" before getting to the point.

a) Coincidence quasi-free scattering experiments.
The basic difficulties of all QFS processes lies in the fact
that high-K components have a very snail amplitude. The process
one would like to observe is graph I, where the NN interaction
before the QFS process creates the high K. The final state
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•J*

interaction of the knocked-out nucleon, graph II, might be
of the same order of magnitude

i 1

In (e,e'p) one has a chance to correct for this FSI, and extract
p(K), but the cross sections are small and accelerator duty-
cycles poor. In QFS experiments using strongly interacting probes,
the multistep processes hopelessly mix UD the (large) low-K
and the (small) high-K components.

b) The second way to look at high-K components involves reactions
at low momentum-, but large energy-transfer. Prototypes of this
sort of reaction are (ir,N), or (X,N) in general. If to is of
the order 100 4. 200 MeV, and g small, then the nucleon N will
have a momentum of 2.5 4. 3.5 fm"1. If qx was small, then one
postulates that this only could happen because the bound nucleon
had this momentum before the reaction. However, it will be
extremely difficult to interpret this process in a quantitative
way, exactly because KJ = Kf. It has been shown (ref. 6) by
Noble and Amado that tne condition of ortho-normalization of the
initial and final state wave functions suppresses this process
in first order. In which case the cross section depends mainly
on PSI, which are hard to treat in a sufficiently quantitative
way.

To overcome the problems of a) and b) we would like to
look at processes that do not involve the detection of hadrons,
and do involve large q. This is the case for quasi-elastic
scattering (e,e') at large q and small ">. Everybody is familiar
with the shape of the aviasi-elastic peak, a wide bump centered
at w 'u q2/2m. The major features of this peak are uninteresting
in the present context, since they depend on properties of
the momentum density p(K < Kp) . The wings, however, are interes-
ting. Imagine (fig. 5) a 3-dimensional plot of the nuclear
momentum density, i.e. spheres of p(K) « const., p being large
for K < Kp, and small outside. The contribution to the (e,e')-
cross section at a given electron energy loss w is obtained by
integrating p(K) over the dashed spherical shell, which has its
center at a distance 'v-q and a radius ̂ /Svm To study high-K,
we need large q, small w. (One also could look at large q,
large w, but there we get into trouble with N*-excitation).
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C=-q.AjH _ R':2m(g-8E
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Fig. 5

This type of (e,e')-process could yield rather clean information
on high-K components integrated over a certain K-region. It
should be clean because the problems of a) and b) do not occur.
For suitable nuclei (like 3He) and at forward scattering angles,
MEC are not expected to be a problem either.

Concerning the exploitation of the above idea I cannot - yet
give an example. I oniy can discuss some preliminary results
from our recent 3He(e,e') experiment at SLAC, where I took data
useful for that purpose. Fig. 6 shows the 3He momentum space
density as we derived it two years agofrom a Faddeev wave
function. The strength beyond K = 2 fm can be called high-K,
since it is absent in independent-particle model wave functions.
If one includes, or excludes, this strength, one gets the cross
sections plotted in fig. 7. Clearly this strength can be measured.
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Given the fact that the interpretation of such data will con-
centrate on the region u * 30 MeV, the N-(A-l) FSI, which is
not important in (e,e') anyway, can be handled. The corresponding
experimental data is in the process of data reduction (radiative
unfolding), so hopefully a few months from now we will see how
this idea concerning high-K components works out.

As the last point, I will discuss the question of "complete
experiments". Given the fact that B. Frois has described our
Saciay-results, I will limit myself to the 3He and ''He data
from our recent SLAC-experiment.

_ exp corrected for

MEC Riska

Rel.efl. Friar

Fig. 8
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High q means good spatial resolution (1.5/qmax) and complete-
ness. Often it is the latter that is much more important.
Take as an example the point density of 3He, and plot
p(0) = / F(q)q dq as a function of the upper integration
limit * qmax (fig. 8). In spite of the rather large qmax of
our previous HEPL experiment, 4.5 fm""1, this integral
has not reached saturation. Any honest model-independent
analysis of the data therefore must yield an error bar of
6p(0) = + 30%. This figure explains the main use of high-q
data: to~measure F(q) to values that small that the unmeasured
part of F(q > qm^) gives a negligible contribution to the
integral. This basically implies F(qmax) ^

 1 0" ' whatever the
corresponding q may be. This statement, unfortunately, is not
very reassuring for the experimentalists among us: F2 "V 10"10

means cross sections of 10~10 mb/sr for large A, and 10" 1 2 mb
for small A, and that is terribly hard to measure.

mb/sr

For 3He and ''He this sort of data now is available from our
SLAC experiment. The three curves shown in fig. 9 correspond
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to the best Faddeev or. varlational calculations available,
and they include alreay the contribution of MEC and relativlstic
effects. The fact that these "exact" calculations of the 3-body
wave function do not reproduce the data for q > 3 fin"1 makes us
wonder what exactly is missing. To give an answer, we need to
determine the density.

To do so, one takes Fcn(q), subtracts out the MEC contri-
bution and the one due to relativistic effects. To get the
point density distribution, one divides out the appropriate
combination of nucleon charge form factors. (When doing so
one implicitly assumes proton and neutron wave functions to
be identical, and that can be shown to lead to errors smaller
than the experimental ones). From the resulting one-body point
form factors one then can get Pp(r) by the usual model-
independent analysis.

What I have done, however, is something else. Once one
does have data to very large q, then one can do the thing we
have been dreaming about only up till now: use the fact that
p(r) is the Fourier transform of F(q), and simply do a brute-
force Fourier transformation of the experimental form factors.
This now for the first time has become possible because the
integral as a function of its upper limit has converged to
better than 2% for all radii.1

j. •;
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The resulting density (fig. 10) shows a major surprise: a
pronounced central depression absent in all theoretical densi-
ties (solid lines) . For ""He, where we also extended the data to
high q, one can go through the same routine, and find the same
central depression (fig. 11). Here we have found a qualitatively-
new feature that certainly is going to have an important
influence on the understanding of the few-body wave function
at small radii, and on the high-density properties of wave
functions (remember that p m a x
density of heavy nuclei!)

of He is about twice the central

Given the limitation in time, I will not even try to discuss
the physics behind this "hole". The main point I want to make
is clear: it should have become obvious to everybodv that the
great effort it takes to do high-q experiments Is highly
rewarding.
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THE d(e,e'p)n REACTION AND THE NEUTRON ELECTRIC FORM FACTOR

A.E.L. Dieperink

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, Rljksuniversiteit Groningen,

Groningen, The Netherlands

I. Introduction

An accurate determination of the electric form factor
of the neutron, G^n, is important both for our understanding
of the structure of the nucleons, and for the description
of electron scattering on nuclear many-body systems. At
present only reliable model-independent information on Ggn
is available for four-momentum transfer q{j •+ 0 from the
scattering of thermal neutrons off atoms. Electron scattering
offers the possibility to obtain information at higher qjj.
However, since electrons can only be scattered off neutrons
embedded in a many-body target the extraction of Gj;n will in
general be effected by nuclear structure uncertainties. In
this contribution I will discuss some methods to obtain in-
formation on GEn in e-d experiments.

i) Elastic e-d scattering

Recent electron-deuteron experiments at Mainz (1) have
been discussed in more detail during this meeting by
Walther (2). In PWIA the cross section for elastic scattering
can be written as

&>PKA - i/Point
{G

ES(S
2)(P0^2)+P2^2))+GMS<<^mag^)a+2tan

2 §)

where G^g = h(Gsp + GEn)» t h e isoscalar electric nucleon form
factor, and Fg(q2) and F,(q2) are monopole and quadrupole
charge form factors of the deuteron. By combining the results
of e-p and e-d scattering it is possible to determine G^n
assuming that the deuteron form factors are sufficiently well
known.
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Fig. 1: ?he neutron electric form factor (taken from ref. (D)
The solid points were measured recently by Simon.

As an illustration in fig. 1 recent results for GEn obtained
by Simon (1) are shown, where the deuteron wave function is
calculated for the Hamada-Johnston potential. The indicated
error bars only contain statistical errors, and no attempt has
been made to estimate the model dependence of the result.
It appears, however, that the variation in Gj3n that would
result from the use of the RSC potential instead of the HJ
potential is comparable in magnitude to the statistical errors.
Since recently potentials have !een constructed that lead to
larger variations in the deuteron form factors it seems
desirable to investigate the model dependence of the extracted
Gpn in more detail. Also it is expected that corrections to
the PWIA like meson exchange effects may introduce even more
appreciable uncertainties in the values of GEn (3).

ii) Quasi-elastic e-d scattering

In the non-coincidence experiment the cross section at

quasi-free kinematics (w ̂  §—) is an incoherent sum of the
neutron and proton form factors, i.e.

an <GEp + GEn>
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Therefore the single arm experiment does not seem to be a very
promising tool for the determination of GEn.

Some experiments have been performed in which in addition
to the electron also the neutron or proton were detected. As
an example we mention an experiment by Bartel (4) at large q^
(•v25 fm~2) in which a high energy neutron or proton was detected
in the direction of g. The idea is that the ratio-

R = d3q / d3g

is less sensitive to * d(q). However, in practice only an-upper limit
o n G_,_ could be set.En

For the purpose of measuring G%n the full coincidence
d(e,e'N) reaction with high energy and momentum resolution of the
Saclay type (and possibly in the future at IKO) seems very
promising. Motivated by a recent d(e,e'p)n experiment at
Saclay (5) at quasi-free proton kinematics we have explored (6)
the possibility that the same reaction at different kinematics
could be used to obtain information on G_ .

II. The d(e,e'p)n reaction at quasi-free proton kinematics

During our investigation (6) there became available more
definite data on the d(e,e'p)n reaction at quasi-free proton
kinematics (5). We briefly discuss these results since they
give a good impression of the experimental accuracy that can
be obtained, and at the same time provide a welcome test case
of current descriptions of the cross section in terms of standard
potentials.

For quasi-free kinematics the dominant contribution is
given by the PWIA process (fig. 2a), with the current operator
given by

J (£,£) - (2IT)3(6,(!) J P (q) + «,(£) J " (q)),

where J ^ (J ) is the proton (neutron) current operator.
For the usual non-relativistic expansion of the covariant single-
nucleon current the cross section is given by

if pf nf P ° '

(2E.Ef-jt)41,(GP)
2
+Jt £ (FP p t )

2 - «I GP FP ( E.
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_,. Here 6 is the electron scattering angle, Pi,f(Epf),nitf(Enf)
and k-i,f(Ei,f> a r e tne intitial and final momenta (energies) of
the proton^'neutrog, an| electron, respectively:
Pt = PJ + Pf; g = k± - kf, and t i<; the four-momentum transfer.
In PWIA the cross section is directly proportional to the
deuteron momentum distribution

«(k) - zjj(k) + Ẑ (k) where / dr r j u£(r)

and k (=n^) the recoil momentum

• /*

Fig. 2: Diagrams for the d(e,e'p)r. reaction considered in
ref. (6). (a) PWIA, (b) final state interactions,
(c) meson pair current.

The sensitivity of $(k) to the choice of the nucleon-
nucleon potential has been investigated by Rover et al. (5), and
is shown in fig. 3 for several potentials. The dependence of
ij> (k) on the potential is of interest because of recent indica-
tions that the "standard" potentials (HJ and RSC) have a too
large D-state probability (PD(HJ) = 7.04%, PD(RSC) = 6.47%).
These indications come from the cross section for forward proton
emission in the photodisintegration of the deuteron, the
saturation density of nuclear matter; also field theoretical
constructions of one-boson exchange potentials predict Pn"i- 4.5-5.5%.

i,
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DEUTERON MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTION

From D(e,e'p)n at "500 MeV

$ q.350MeV/c(
x1.4i)
x 1.41)

50 100 150 200 250 300 350
k (MeV/c)

Fig. 3: Deuteron momentum distributions <j>(k) for several
nucleon-nucleon potentials (taken from ref. (5)).

It is seen, however, from fig. 3 that the variation in i))(k)
is rather small (̂ 10% at k = 300 MeV/c) despite the appreciable
variation in PD(PD(SSC) = 5.45%).

Corrections to the PWIA that have to be considered in order
to make a quantitative comparison are the final state inter-
actions (PSI) and meson exchange currents (MEC). The effect of
FSI (see fig. 2b) is included by replacing in the matrix
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elements of the current <i|ijj (k,fl)|i|iH> the final state by

_ ik.r
t

simplicity up

to now only the £=0 contributions have been calculated. Of the
meson exchange currents only the pair current, which has been
shown to be the dominant one is taken into account (fig. 2c).
The nucleon form factors of Iachello et al. (7) were used.

In fig 4. the calculated cross section for the RSC potential
is compared with the Saclay data taken at EJL = 500 MeV and two
different kinematics (9=59°, q = 450 MeV/c, E_ % 50 MeV and
9=44.4°, q = 350 MeV/c, E p <\, 119 MeV). '

10"-

.69i

d(e,e'p)n
Ee= 500 MeV

jsj, S+D+Excb.

S+D

\ S+D+FSI

\
i •

50 100 150 200 250
MM8V/C)

300 350

Fig. 4: Calculated cross section for the d(e,e'p)n reaction
for the RSC interaction as a function of the recoil
momentum k. The experimental points of ref (5) are
renormallzed by a factor 1.52.
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The data have been renormalized by an overall factor 1.52.
This factor includes an estimated 25% correction for radiative
effects and an unknown instrumental correction for target
thickness (5). It is s-=en that the effects of FSI and MEC,
each comparable in magnitude to the model dependence of $(k)
go in opposite direction and largely cancel. Although the shape
of the cross sections agrees rather well there is some
indication that the experimental cross section falls off faster
than the calculated one. Befors more definite conclusion^ can
be drawn the normalization of the data has to be determined
more accurately.

Ill. Quasi-free neutron kinematics

In order that the d(e,e'p) cross section is sensitive to
GEn o n e m u s t optimize the interaction of the photon with the
neutron. There are two obvious possibilities: (i) detect recoil
spectator proton at low energy, or (ii) build a neutron detector
and measure the ratio of the d(e,e'n) and d(e,e'p) cross sections.
In the former case the proton must have a minimum energy of
E p ^ 12 MeV in order to escape from the target. This condition
reduces the cross section already by two orders of magnitude
compared to the quasi-elastic peak. Since in addition GEn<<GEp
the effects of final state interactions and meson exchange are
expected to be important, since these processes provide a
mechanism to transfer momentum from the proton to the neutron
following a proton-photon interaction.

As an example in fig. 5 the calculated cross section
is shown at q2 = 0.2{GeV/c)2 for GEn = 0 and GEn = 0.1. It
is seen that the calculated effect of Ggn ^ 0 to the cross section
(10%) can be largely simulated by the effect of the exchange
current. Therefore the feasibility to use this method as a tool
to obtain information on GEn will strongly depend on our
confidence in the calculation of MEC^ effects. Also for certain
kinematics there is an appreciable effect of (charge exchange)
FSI, which, however, can be calculated without uncertainties.
The case of direct detection of the neutron hasbeen considered
by Arenhovel et al. (8,9) . Although experimentally less straight-
forward this reaction has the advantage that it can be measured
at the quasi-elastic peak so that corrections from MEC are rela-
tively smaller. The calculated difference between the cross
sections with and without & E n varies from about -5% near
g?; = 1 fm"2 to +3% near qjj ̂  10 fm~2, whereas the effect from
MEC is about 1%. An example of the predicted cross sections as
a function of the neutron energy E at q2 = .965 fm"1 is shown in
fig. 6. n u

Summarizing, it is proposed to consider the d(e,e'N) reaction
as a tool to study GEn. Although the interpretation of such a
measurement relies on the accuracy of the description of the two-
body wave function and meson exchange effects, the same reaction
at quasi-free proton kinematics provides a good test of the
theory.
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Fig. 5s Calculated cross sections for the d(e,e'p)n reaction (6)
at q2 = 0.2 (GeV/c)2 and proton momentum Pf = 150 MeV/c
as aufunction of the final electron energy Ef.
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Fig. 6: Calculated cross section for the d(e,e'n)p reaction
(8,9) as a function of the neutron scattering angle
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